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CITY EDITION.

TODAY'S BASEBALL
who have been In the hospitals at
ATTACK ON ROOSEVELT.
National League
Casas Grandes and returning It carWashington,
Aug. 3. Kcpre&enta tive Henry of Texas, democrat, in a
ried the four hundred reinforcements.
Brooklyn, Aug, 3. Chicago took the
A hundred Mormons, armed with rif;first game- speech in the house, attacked Colo
R. H. E,
nel Roosevelt and President Taft. He
i
les which they did not surrender to
0 S 0
referred to the former as Theodore!
the rebels last week, leti Casas GranBrooklyn
.'
8 3
ges this morning, heading westward,
Afrlcus, the mad mullah of American
Chicago ;.
Batteries Rucker and Miller;, Lie-politics, and declared that the former
'Ostensibly to round up cattle, but the
field and Archer.
rebels fear they are going to join the
president, throughout his administrafederals and fight with them to
Boston, Aug. 3. Boston won the
tion, had been In league with "big!
'
business."
first game:
avenge their treatment laBt week at
R. 11. E. TEXAS
COMMITTEEMAN
IN
IN
NIGHT rebel hands.
DICTATORS
PROGRESSIVE
SAYS
SOLDLERS ENGAGE
Mr. Henry assailed Mr. Taft's we-or- RUNNING
AMUCK
WITH
GUN
13 15 0
on the tariff and declared he bad
Boston
PRESIDENT DID NOT STATE
DUEL WITH MYSTERIOUS
MOVEMENT ARE IN CHICAGO
GEORGE
EXCITES
BALLEW,
4 8 8
"shown his contempt for labor." He;
Mormons Oiveil Hospitality.
Pittsburg
FACTS.
MEN IN HIDING.
FOR CONVENTION.
SOUTH PLATTE, COLO.
Globe. Ariz , Aug. 3. The distribu-- Perdue and Kling; Adams and Rob
defended Governor Wilson's career
tion of refugees from Mexico among
inson and Gibson.
and writings and .extolled his record.
New York, Aug. 3. The first game
IS KIT OY EULLETi Mormon colonies hi Arizona began WHY WAIT FC!I TEE OTKERS?
3TS SEVEEAL
PEOPLE
ft
law
went to New York.
AN IMPORTANT ARREST.
today with the arrival here of three
carloads of men, Women and children,
R.H.E.
New York, Aug. 3, Word was mo
RIGHT NUMBER OF COUNTIE&
SEVERAL. HOUSES ARE STRUCK who have fled from the state of So- - BUT STOP! COLONEL ROOSEVELT New York
5 2
mentarily exDected todav at oollce SOME OF THE INJURED ARE IN
WERE ASCRIBED TO LONE
IS STILL PREPARING
HOWEVER, AND MUCH COMnora. More than a hundred were sent
Cincinnati ...
...2 10 0
SERIOUS CONDITION AND
headquarters of the capture of Harry
on to Thatcher, 20 to Stafford and
8TAR STATE.
Batteries Mathewson and Meyers;
MOTION OCCURS.
HIS SPEECH.
Horowitz alias "Gib the Blood," and
.
miv niE
Fromme and McLean.
the remainder to Pima, where they
Lefty Louie," the two men wanted
will be looked after by members of
for the kllllne of the Rambler. Her
ENIES EE IS FCLITICAL E3SS man Rosenthal. The
FLINN AND JuIUwN AR&IYE
'
EEfEVEO TO EE EEEEL ROSE their church. ,
American League.
INSAKE
men, are being WIS
Cleveland,' Aug. 3 First game went
hunted In the Cateklll mountains by
Washington, Aug. 3. Neither
office detectives I
SAYS EXECUTIVE
THIS PAIR, HOWEVER. WILL NOT to Philadelphia.
MAY
HAVE BEEN
SMUGGLING
WAS MISIN a score of , Central
MAN SAID TO HAVE HAD TROU- .
3.
eNither Con
R.H.E.
u, buuuu oi
Aug.
I
buu
suerius.
uejmiy
IN
BEING
HOLD OR BUTT,
FORMED REGARDING HIS
GOING ON DURING THE
BLE ENDING IN DESERTION
Cleveland
8 4
sul Edwards at Juarez nor Colonel
ACCORD.
G. O. P. ACTIVITIES.
PERFECT
RIFLE FIRING.
r
last
4
mentioned
7
El
BY HIS WIFE
16
Steever at
Paso,
Philadelphia
RAILROAD IS DAMAGED
Maher
Blandin,
and , O'Neill;
3.
A
night's firing across the line in his
clecsevere
Baker, Ore., Aug.
Chicago,
Aug. 3. William Flinn, Combs and Lapp.
Sherman, Texas, Aug. 3. Colonel mcai storm, wmcn passed over Bauer
reports today. .Officials here are dls
ca.
Platte, Colo... Aug. 3.
Cecil A. Lyon, chairman of the state and vicinity last night, washed out
the Pennsylvania Roosevelt leader,
shots were exchanged between Unit- posed to minimize the affair.
e
Ballew,
George
aged 29 years, a
TO ACCEPT RESIGNATION
International law requires that such who arrived here today, said he was
ed States soldiers and unidentified
main line track of the Oregon- - tive of Tennessee, last
republican executive committee, to
ran
night
men from the Mexican eide of the troops be disarmed and Interned until "still a republican," and that he reWashington, Aug. 3. The commit day made public a reply to the White Washington Railroad and Navigation amuck Bt a eummer hotel
here, shot
river last nlglht in East El Paso. No the end of hostilities. But there are garded the progressive convention tee of representatlyes which took tes- House statement relating to Presi company west of Huntington and no
wounded three persons,
Beriou8iy
anj
one was hit. There were no arrests no federal statutes bearing on the next Monday as republican. Califor- timony 'against Federal Judge Corne dent Tafts nomination.
The Lyon traflo is moving.
gnt flrn to th hotl and for several
case nor Is there any appropriation nia's delegation to the national pro- lius Hanford at Seattel today recom- statement deals with the selection of
made.
hcJd the summer colony In
hours
arrived today, mended to the house Judiciary com Texas delegates to the national con"ROOSEVELT" MUST FALL
Three shots were fired from the which may be drawn upon to feed gressive convention
terror,
threatening to shoot "the first
Mexican side, striking a house belong and maintain such an alien force. It headed by Governor Hiram Johnson mittee that the Impeachment proceed vention.
Seattle, Wastt., Aug. a. The glgan- - one to open Ua mouth.
The Californians brought with them lngs be dropped and that President , "Respect for your office," the state-fen- t uo jjougiaa nr tree in iiavenna pare,
ing to C. H. Cole. After the first might be necessary to appeal to con
wounded, who were taken to
three or four shots were heard, the gress for an appropriation if an at- the same two state banners used at Taft accept the Judge's resignation.
read, "precludes such an answer which waai named in honor of Theo- - a Denver hospital.' are: Charles Wall-to
rebels
made
the
were
The committee on Judiciary later to your statement of the merits of the dore Roosevelt end which has been
by
soldiers on guard on the American tempt
the republican national convention in
brecht, proprietor of the hotel, shot
cross Into Texas.
side opened fire toward Mexico.
William Flinn and Governor adopted the recommendation of its Chicago contests as would be made flying for some time, was condemn- - In
June.
Wrg Charles Wallbrecht.
and on Monday Chair by me to any other citizen of the ed yesterday to be cut down.
The bullets then came faster from
Johnson were called into conference
shot In body, serious; James
Japs to Investigate
the Mexican aide, one of them strik
with Senator Joseph M. Dixon and man Clayton will move in the nouse United States. Referring to the Texa tourist, .believed to'1 be
3.
Klnta
Aral,
Mexico
Aug.
City,
house.
The
that the further prosecution of Judge as case, I will say that your stateD.
Martinez's
A,
the other leaders.
THE BILL POSTERS NOW
ing
from Kansas City, shot In arm.
ment as to the number of counties Chicago, Aug.
houses of Messrs. Curtis, Williams chancellor of the Japanese legation,
The California delegation number Hanford be abadoned.
for dissolu
Ballew Is being trailed by a posse
of Texas is correct, but practically tion of the Associated Bill Posters headed
and Yonkers near the river were departed for Chihuahua today to in- ed 39 each delegate having! one-thi-rd
by the sheriff of Jefferson
FEAR FOR OFFICERS
This splitting of
the entire statement of facts con- and Distributors of the United States county,, (but up to noon he had not
struck by bullets, as was the roof vestigate ;the alleged robbery and
of a vote.
of one of the El Paso Foundry bulld-lngs- abuse of Japanese at Madera, which votes with enlarged delegations is
Craig, Colo., Aug. 3. Thlrty-eiI
cerning the Texas cases Is Incorrect" and Canada ,who have been succees-- 1 been Bighted.
Colonel Lyon- denied "he had been ed by the Posting Advertising asso- After the persons on the Mexi town, he will try to reach.
making the seating problem in the hours have elapjsed since the return
Authorities today explained that
The Spanish papers today display convention a, difficult one. Cecil here of the party of posse in pur in the habit of controlling the repub-ca- elation, was filed in the United States
can side of the river had fired 30 or
they believed Ballew temporarily Instate convention by securing from district court today.
40 times 'they ceased and the Ameri- and comment with satisfaction upon Lyon, ' former
republican national suit of William Morgan and Andrew
sane from having brooded over the
can soldiers went toward the river to a message received from Washington committeeman from Texas, arrived Comstock, who escaped from Jail here two federal officeholders in ninety-nin- e
desertion by his young wife several
'
by the Mexican foreign minister say shortly after noon with the Texas del. Sunday night, but no word has come
Texas
counties a certificate
investigate.
STRIKE TO END
months ago, and that the WaUbrw&ta
from Sheriff John Ledtord and one granting a proxy to Colonel Lyon or
At this moment a posse composed tag:
egation.
Duluth, Minn., Aug. 3. Predictions i were attacked because Ballew teld
In.
a speech yester
"Prcii!ant Taft
of Sheriff Poyton J. Edwards and
It will 'not b0 known Until Monday deputy who lijive touLinued thw pur- a friend of hia to represent t'io coun were muue iuuy tmi. the strike i the delusion that aws. Wall'ureclii had
of the
deputies arrived and started a search day accepting the candidacy
Just how many delegates will attend suit. Fears are entertained here for ty, as if regularly conferred by a reg freight handlers at the head of the caused the estrangement
ular republican, county convention." Lakes would end before night.
of the thick brush growing in the republican party for the presidential the convention.
While the call for the safety of the two officers.
For several hours following the
old river bed. no trace oi me meu election, said that his firm policy. of the gathering allotdd delegates to the
Ballew held the summer col
shooting
in Mexico would find different states
BIG MINING SUIT
who fired from the Mexican jslde
according to their re
onists in terror and with a threat of
in
officers
its
history."
justification
could be found- - The police
Valdez, Alaska, Aug. 3. Suit has EI'DONALD
presentation in congress, many states PRESIDENT GETTING
death, tried to prevent Telegraph
DIGS UP
will spit their votes, and instead of
returned, leaving further investigabegun here to set aside the transfer
Paine from notifying autho-jritdjOperatof
of the assets of the Hubbard-Ellio- t
tion to the soldiers. It was the opinthe 500 odd delegates first provided
in Hnver.
READY
VETO
USE
ANCIENT SUBJECT
Mines company to the Hubbard-Elliot- t
ion of some of the residents of that
for, committee on arrangements excom
sev
of
a
section that the firing had been done
Instead
more
1,000.
company,
than
Copper
Washington
pects
Says he Will Kill Himself
attenen delegates, as first arranged for, It HE IS DECLARED TO HAVE STAT-E- pany, with offices in Seattle, the com
by Mexican rebels to draw the
Denver, Aug. 3. At 1:15 o'clock
IN
GOVERNOR
PERSISTS
TELLING
tion o fthe American soldiers so that
HE WOULD BLUE PENis said, Cpnnecic!ut will send 49,
plainants, stockholders of the former
this afternoon a report was received
HIS VIEWS REGARDING PRIZE
vote
CIL ALL TARIFF BILLS.
a quantity of ammunition could be
eauh delegate
companies, alleging fraud with Intent
here that George. Ballew had boarded
FIGHTING
to deprive jthem of their holdings,
smuggled across the river at another
Other states will split their Votes in
a Colorado and Southern train at
3.
Some of The property in dispute Is a large
MANY (halves, thirds and fourths. The
Aug.
Washington,
TO
EXPECTS
SPEND
point.
Night Hawk, after purchasing a ticket
3.
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug.
Declaring
HOURS IN DEBATING
committee will settle contests President Taft's supporters in the copper mine near the Kothlna river,
Captain D. G. Berry, who was in
for Colorado Springs and sending a
heiad
waa
of
militia
and
he;
the
that
command of the United Stttes guards,
from several states, Including Georgia, senate today declared they had infor. wbich was developed by the late Hento his wife that he intendtelegram
There that there would be no more prlze ed to end hia own life. The address
today started an Investigation. It
Mississippi. South Carolina and Flor matlon that the president would veto ry Curtis Elliott of Chicago.
was
Mexico
box
New
in
and
that
has been reported that the firing
Washington, Aug. 3. The postof-fic- e ida. The contestants are principally every one of the tariff bills nqw un are stock holders of the original com fighting
on the message was not given.
der consideration. The cotton, wool, pany in all the western and central ing contests would be stopped at the
done by Mexican rebels to attract
That George Ballew is headed for
appropriation was today before negroes.
a
to
Gover
ten
end
of
rounds
hereafter,
attention of American soldiers
sugar and steel bills are nearly ready states.
the senate again. The parcels post
Las
Cruces, N. M., to carry out forV
nor McDonald today closed the door
to go to the White House for signaspot on the Eio Grande while rebel provision was expected to take up
mer threats against the life of his
In
In
to all battles
the future
this wife is the belief of
ture.
gun runners crossed at another point,- many hours of debate. On the tariff
Denver authoristate.
CO NOT PRACTICE
but this has not been confirmed of- bills only formal action of two houses WILSON WILLKOT MAKE By a vote of 33 to 28, the senate
ties. This afternoon word was
said
He
that if the people wanted
is required to bring about the protoday agreed to recede froril Its Canahere that a man, meeting the
prize fighting, the next legislature.
,
dian reciprocity repeal amendment
Juarez to be Burned.
WHAT WE PREACH which
of Ballew rode a jaded
posed
TOUR
CAMPAIGN
LONG
agreements on the steel,
description
meets in January, could
on the steel bill. This leaves the bill
Nearly two hundred tents arrived wool, tariff and excise tax bills.
25
horse
lnto
miles soutU
Sedalla.
w
approved by both houses. It will go
The cotton tariff bill, passed by the
today from the United States
u.
uumucu a
auu
Aio.u,
wuo.j'
j
at St. Louis for house
ENGLISH PAPER COMMENTS ON was an Intimation that he would use Colorado & Southern train
yesterday, was reported to the DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE ALSO to the president at once.
for the
now
veto.
his
American
REAFFIRMATION OF MONROE
refugees
T have been Informed," said, Sen
senate at the opening of today's seshousing the
told the operator that
SAYS HE WILL NOT INDULGE
south,
having
.
DOCTRINE
ator Simmons, "that the president will
here from Mexico. Eighty were set sion and referred to the finance com
IN PERSONALITIES
he had a ticket for Trinidad, Colo. It
of the
veto these tariff bills and I have no
mittee.
was learned, however, that the man
up this afternoon and many
COURT.
VISITS SCENE
London, Aug. 3. Commenting on
Mormon families housed in the lumleft the train at Threed, a station a
Sea Girt, N. J., Aug. 3. Governor doubt that word has already been
senate
American's
the
sent
manufac
iron
and
ta
the
steel
ber sheds, where they have been for a
few miles north of Colorado Springs,
the
not
will
Woodrow. Wilson
stump
18 country in his campaign for the presi- turers that the proposed reduction of the Monroe doctrine, the Pall Mall
week, moved into the tents where ANOTHER PRIVILEGE
CF ALLEGED BRIBERY where trace of him has been lost.
The
Gazette today speaks strongly. It
In. no person- will not go Into the lawf."
Before boarding the train at Seda-they can secure some privacy.
will
and
indulge
dency
.,
United States continues issuing raGronna of North Dakota, says:
Senator
lia
the man sent a telegram to his
thus
declared
alities.
The
governor
'
DENIED CORPORATIONS
"International relations 'will be SESSION OF THE DARROW TRIAL father, G. S. Ballew, who is said to
tions.
himself today. Ha will follow a pro who introduced the amendment for
easier and the Monroe 'doctrine
IS HELD IN LOS ANGELES
The fact that the rebels have stopreside in Tennessee, notifying him to
gram of scheduled addresses to be the repeal of the reciprocity law, ob made
'
over the
trains
of
if
other
to
more'
powers
the
acceptable
STREET. ' ,
to
from
operation
its
the
'come at once" and adding that
being dropped
ped
jected
based on calls from various states.
TO
ALLOWED
BE
NOT
THEY
WILL
were taken to reafthe
Mexico Northwestern railroad to the
On
a
roll
senate
call
the
bill.
voted
opportunity
Is dead."
ELE-CThis information
he
that
The
admitted
"Georgje
-,
CONTIBUTE TO
governor
'
Los Angeles, Cal, Aug. a. A brief was,
firm , the determination of the United
American colonies and towns in
some to mean
some of the coast states 3S to 28 to drop the: amendment.
reach
interpreted
FUNDS.
TION
might
by
prevents any
States to seek further territorial ex- session: of the bribery trial of Clar, that Ballew Intended to commit' su- lnorthern Chihuahua,
a call from the far west
that
but
further refugees coming to El Paso,
pansion and to avoid the same kind enee S. Darrow was held today at the I p ie.
Washington, Aug. 3 An entirely would be a "bis order.'' :' He expects
of colorable acquisition of places con- corner of Third , and Los' Angeles
but It is believed that all women and new bill based on senator tjuioer-son'-s to begin: about September 1. The
venient for naval bases , which the streets, the scene of the alleged brib
children except those at the Dolores
on
measure to forbia ' corporation governor declined to comment
in
removed to
NEWSPAPER WOMAN ARRESTED
senate declares It would view with ery of George N. Lockwood.
mining camp have been
contributions to an election at which President Taft's epeach of acceptance. !5:
concern on the part of other nations."
Lisbon, Aug. 3. Miss Alice Oram,
When court convened Judge Hut- the states. There Is some uneasiness a president, senator or representative
ton announced that he needed further the correspondent on a London daily
for the American men who were work- is to be voted for, and making it unbetween
NOT THE ORIGINAL
Met
FIELD MANEUVERS END.
Washington, A'ig.
time before ruling on the objection of paper, was arrested today after a
ing on a railroad extension
lawful for1 any person other than a
Paris, Aug. 3. The director of the at 11 a. m.
Laramie, Wyo., Aug. 3. The last the defense to certain questions asked domiciliary search of her residence
Pearson and Palchuca, who started candidate to contribute more than
Locvre mueeiim, E. Pujalet, quickly
of Canadian
reciprocUy general maneu,vors of the season at the defendant upon cross examination had been authorized by the military
Repeal
overland after the rebels had taken
$5,000 to such an election was preparPole Mountain, involving a sham bat- and deferred his ruling until Monday authorities, who seized a number t
their provisions and horses. General ed today and will be recommended to extinguished today the hopes of the dropped from the steel tariff bill.
a tle in which the Wyoming and Neb- morning. A
lovers of the famous picture "Mona
Elections committee
The British minister to
recess was then documents.
prepared
Orozco is still in Juarez, planning to
on
privia the senate by the committee
with the declared with court reconvening a Portugal has taken up the defense.
were
Lisa," te masterpiece of Leonardo new contribution bill. '..
raska
troops
engaged
depart in a few days or perhaps
lege and elections.'
Postofflca appropriation bill continu- ve.'jerans of the Eleventh t.:'i'i;try, the scene of the alleged bribery. Af0a Vinci, which disappeared mysteri
few hours. The report is current that
he
'.
from the museum last Aug ed undw consideration.
Ninth cavalry and Fourth field artil- ter an inspection of the premises, Inously
the town will be fired, before
WELSH BACKS OUT
ust These had been raised Sunday
Cotton tariff bill, passed by the lery, occurred today. Tomorrow the cluding) the saloon from which deBIG CASH RESERVE
leaves.
San Francisco,, Aug. 3. Before the by the appearance of an unknown house, reported and referred to the v.'jiijiiing troops will strike
Reinforcements for Salazar.
m; and tectives of the district attorney's
New Yorki Aug. Z. The statement
man at the British embassy in Paris finance committee.
on Monday the Nebraska regiments
said they had watched the trans- of the actual clearing house banks
Four hundred rebel soldiers were gong struck today for the
.
Met at H a. m.
will leave for home. By the washing action, during which Judge Hutton ex- for the week; shows that the banks
House:
Bent out of Juarez' at noon today to match between" Harlem Tommy Mur- with a picture he declared he had been
Refused to set a day for debate on out of some track on the Colorado plained to the Jury the points involv- hold $20,398,950,
reserve in excess
reinforce General Salazar's thousand phy of New York and Abe Attell, the charged to restore to the Louvre by
V
meass of the British ambassador. Mr. the Stanley steel report.
and Southern railroad, over which the ed in the evidenco, the court officials, of legal requirements. This is an
men at Casas Grandes, against which local man Who formerly held
"
Edwin J. Higgins recognized as le- Wyoming troopa readied the maneu- attorneys and jury returned to the increase of $1,160,450 In the propordhampionship, Pujalet sad today:
(lightweight
the federals are now marching, on
came
A
up
was
train
la
Jack
an
of
Griffin
chosen
Jim
referee.
admirable
south.
"It
and
copy
west
certainly
gal
the
representative of the Third Con- vers, they may be bright to this city court room where an adjournment tionate cash reserve as compared
was declared until Monday morning. with! last week,
for entraining instead.
necticut district,
to Juarez bearing 22 wounded rebels, Welsh backed out at the last minute. the Mona Lisa."
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FOREIGN NEWS NOTES

DAILY

preme court at Leipsic,' which' rules
that the Travelers' Checks issued by
a number of American
institutions
and widely used by American tourists in Europe are subject to the regular stamp tax on commerciarpaper
when casbed in Germany. The decision was taken in the suit
brought by
"the German branch of an American
expressing company to recover $S50
stamp taxes collected by the Ham-burtaxation authorities on Travelers' Checks so cashed, the supreme
court holding with the courts of lower instance that the
"checks"
are in reality not checks but bills of
The company will hereaf
exchange.
ter have to pay the stamp tax.
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TO GET POSITIONS

OSLEI

and LIHGSnHI
WAISTS

Umiion, Aug. 3. Something, Js so great hall, designed to be the
largest
Health la the" foundation of all good
wrong with the British national sum- in the world, which is to be coraplet
looks. The wise woman realizes this GOVERNMENT
mer game of cricket that its followers ed
WILL HOLD EXAMIby the date for the opening. The
and takes precautious to preserve her
NATIONS THIS FALL IN
write letters to the papers complain hall is to be started at the conclusion
health and strength through the peNUMEROUS SUBJECTS,
ing that the game is becoming decad of the Shakespeare England exhibiriod of child bearing. She remains a
AT SPECIALLY ATTRACTIVE PRICIiS
ent. This criticism comes at a time tion at Earl's court, and it is
hoped
pretty mother by avoiding as far as
The United States civil service com
which has been hailed as the banner that It will be
possible the suffering and dangers of
large enough to accom
All
New
car for imperial cricket, with teams modate all the exhibits. The roof is
1912
such occasions. This every woman mission has sent out announcements
of the examinations for
from Australia and South Africa com to be of a
Mothnr'a
mav
nf
do
thrnneh
tba
governmental
single span, about twice
Friend, a remedy that has been so long positions to be held this fall, between
peting on home grounds with Eng the size of the span over Olympia
$ .63
$1.25 WAISTS FCR.
in use, and accomplished so much September 1 and November 1. The
land for the championship of the and the hall is to have' on the
ground
110 sense an, experi
It
that
is
in
good,
dates
for
WAISTS
FOR
the
1.75
But
thus far the triangular floor a superficial area of 275,900
empire.
following have not been
ment, but a preparation which always
matches have been exceedingly
announced, but they will take place
square feet and on the upper floor of
2.00 WAISTS FOR
1.33
produces the best results. It is for in
September or November;
from the standpoint of at 105,900 feet.
"
these
external application and so penetrating
WAISTS
FOS
2.50
1.67
tendance. Recently one of the moBt
The rrussian state railways have tn its nature as to thoroughly lubricate examinations are for these positions:
3.00 WAISTS FOR
important county matches attracted
The motor ship Selandia, the first Installed at the larger railway sta- every muscle, nerve and tendon in- apprentice plate printer, bureau of
'2.00
volved
the period before baby engraving and printing; bookbinder
only 189 spectators.
Internal combustion englned ocean tions a machine which prints railway comes. during
WAISTS
FCR
3,50
2.33
It aids nature by expanding and clerk, department office
Most of the critics agree that the going passenger and
t
cargo vessel, has tickets "while you wait," enabling the skin and tissues, relieves tenderWAISTS
FCR
4.50
3.00
Washington, D. C; electrotypes, gov
fault lies in the slowness of the game concluded Its maiden
trip to the East them to dispense with the great stock ness and soreness, and perfectly pre- ernment
and that something must .be done to Indies, a 21,uOO0-mil- e
printing
office;
the
for
natural
pressman,
and
of
safe
pares
system
to
towns
ticket,
all
in the empire
voyage, during
motherhood. Mother's
shorten the matches, whion now last which the engines were
has been government printing office: stenog
stopped only necessarily kept on hand under the used and endorsed Friend
by thousands of rapher, all services; stereotyper, gov
generally three days. This plan for- once for a slight adjustment of the old system. A turn of a large wheel
its use will prove a com ernment printing office;
mothers, and
'
v
merly, suited the Briton who took his valves.
to the name of the desired station and fort
stenographand ' benefit
er and typewriter all services; typesports as a solid part of the'
In all matters of fuel consumption. a pressure on a lever and the ticket to any woman in
writer, all services.
ZZZ
machinery of his existence, ease of manoeuvre and
behav with Its cost plainly printed on It, need of such a
On September 1 examinations will
tout the English " temperatment has ior, the vessel exceededgeneral
Kotnera
remedy.
all expecta- drops from the machine. By a
Friend is aold at
be held for the following positions:
lost much of Its solidity and the met- tions. East of the Suez canal the
connection, the ticket sell drug stores, write for free dock lot
Lightweight Wool and Lingerie Dresses, Wool Skirts asd all
aid, coast and geodetic survey; apareas which supply the motor ship gained the name of "Devil er at the end of his
ropolitan
period of duty expectant mothers, which contains
Colored
Wash Coodf ,
gates- for all games live and play at Ship, ' due to her
prentice plate cleaner, transferrer
movement without can tell exactly how many tickets he much valuable Information.
approximately the high speed which either sails or funnels. The success has sold and the amount of money ue MADFIOD 1IGUUTOK CO., AtUaU, C. and engraver, bureau of printing and
Tl-IIPei- D
characterizes American cities. The Of the motor-driveengraving; clerk, Isthmian canal sership has Induced is to turn oyer to his successor, while
vice (men only) ; computer, coast
demand for reforms Is in the air, tut her owners to contract
for three ves formerly he had to take inventory of excused. The captain In charge curtand geodetic service (men only);
the players are apparently satisfied sels of the same type, but with
the
time
entire
refused
stock
each
that request and, added:
he went ly
great
with the present form of the game er
off duty, his successor havng also to "As long as you are under my qrders draftsman, copyist, topographic de
horsepower and tonnage.
and in any new
they will
check up tickets on handInvolving no God can help you." One of the partmental service; junior engineer,
Including some very Desirable Patterns, worth from $15.00 vp,
be able to overrule those who are
engineer department at large; drafts
The Royal Archaelogical
Institute sometimes an hour or more hard priests was also sent up to
man,
topographical,
only interested in the game from the during its next session at
ser
departmental
labor.
to answer the grave charge
Northamp
spectators' standpoint.
ton will visit one of the quaintest
of having, in a petition to the district vice; electrician, kindergarten teach- The loss of interest in cricket does
German cities are in process of rap sergeant, used the word "request" in- er, Indian service; local and assistant
buildings ever erected in England.
not seem to have spread to other The structure, which was
inspector of boilers, steamship inspec
id
in
growth not only in population but stead of "beg."
built,
tion service; local and assistant insports; on the contrary; other games 1500 by John Tresham, is symbolical also in all sorts of public undertak
Finally the four men drew up a
Las Veas'Leadin5toro
are enjoying a distinct revival. Even of the
of steamship hulls, steamship
spector
"
statement?
to
and
to
add
about
the
of
comfort
their grievances and
Trinity,
ings
and pleas
the ancient games of bowls is making it Is built in threes. everything
Inspection
service;
Indian
matron,
There are three ures of llfe The rapid pace at which sent it to the commanding colonel of
-service; physician, all services exgreat strides, and in Wales the re sdes with three gables on eacn side city halls, school houses,
i
hospitals, the district, concluding with the
cently introduced game of baseball is and three floors with three. windows asylums and parks have been built words: "If the matter is not settled cept Philippines (men only); teaen-- )
er, Indian eervice; veterinarian; bubecoming very popular.
on each face. Each front Is thirty-thre- has necessarily caused also a corres- in a manner
satisfactory to us we reau of animal
Established 1862
South SidsPlaja.
Industry, department
feet. long and bears a legend pondingly rapid increase in 'munci-pa- y shall feel compelled to have it
of agriculture.
Sir Roger Casement, who wrote the of thirty-threletters. The chimney
indebtedness. According to "ttie brought up in the Diet" (the new leg
In October examinations will be
recent sensational blue book report is also three-sided- .
latest statistics issued by the Prus- islature of
held for the following positions:
on the rubber atrocities in Peru, .was
sian government, the agigregate in
This was looked upon as contrary
the man who first brought to light
inspector, Philippine serThe rapidly disappearing horse is debtedness of Prussian towns of more to military regulations, which prohib
,he jhorrors of the Congo under the
assistant
observer (men only);
vice;
becoming a serious problem in Eng- than 10,000
inhabitants Increased it the handing in of joint complaints
FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOli
cadet engineer, lighthouse service;
Leopoldiaa rule. He has been in land, especially to the' war office, from $703,000,000 to $1,077,000,000, or by several
and the threat
persons,
cadet officer,
the consular service for many years which finds the
lighthouse service::
question of remounts above 53 per cent, during tbe five was looked upon as an insult 'to the civil
but did not gain bis knighthood until harder to meet each
at large:
engineer,
departments
tended
March
31, 1911. During military court, which fully sustained
year. The lat years
coronation year.
est attempt to solve the problem is a this period the municpal debt of cit- this view, and had no opention but to computer, nautical almanac office and
naval- observatory (men only) ; meDuring his investigations in the movement
for the revival of the ies with a population of 200,000 or inflict the minimum sentence of six
chanical draftsman, Isthmian canal
Congo region he was frequently Welsh
light roadster and, according more, except Berlin, Increased from months' imprisonment.
service (men only); engineer, Indian
, threatened with assassination
and his to a report of the board of agricul $178,000,000 to $351,000,000. The debt
life was many times in jeopardy. ture,
A. new treatment for cancer, which service; farmer, Indian service; fish
governfent grants have been of Berlin is how $103,000,000.
It in
When it was found impossible to given for the
en
encouragement of the creased only, about $11,000,000 in the the experimenters are careful! ;o lc- - culturist, junior civil enidneer.
scare him out of the Congo, King Leofive yearB, but a further big increase bcribe'as yet as a "treatment ' and gineer department at large; Junior enbreeding of this type.
pold's press began , a virulent cam- or
engmeer
imecnamcai
Similar arrangements will probably is now planned.
electrical);
not as a "cire," is being tried in
Tn.1im nfrnlnaf him anA rtimw
Si-M- s
ppj. be made for the breeding of the ran
Professor Czemy'a. Stiuaritan hosy'nil gineer department at large; pharmawas made to discredit his reports and dly
cist,
health
hosand
public
marine
disappearing old Devonshire pack
Four Catholic priests have just been at Heidelberg with results even iw.re
to smirch his personal reputation.
pital service; printer, government
horse, but it is feared tnat it may sentenced to six months' imprison- favorable than were antcipated.
Since 1908 he has been the British be too late to save this
OVERLAND HCDEL
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treatment is based on a discov printing office; scientific assistant,
is ment by the military court at
The
type,
as'it
l
in Rio Janeiro.
of
department
trained
almost extinct. Premiums are also to
agriculture;
made
in
investigating the effects
Lorraine, under peculiar cir ery
nurse, Indian, Isthmian canal and
be given to encourage the breeding cumstances. In April
they were of Rontgen and radium rays upon Philippine
An imperial exhibition is to be held
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
services; wireman.
of the old strain of Welsh cob. '
cancer.
It was found that these rays
called ou along with the reserves for
"n'don in 1915, the definite plans
forms
full
and
Application
informa
show you.
a Biiuri, periuu ot military training. transformed lecithin, a phosphorized
for which were maae at a meeting
ex
Berlin, Aug. 3. A decision of inter- As they were not, regular reserves, fat found in the tissues of the body, tion in regard to the above-nameheld in the Royal Colonial Institute. est to
American travelers has been but substitutes, they appeared in a into cholin, a substance well known aminations may be obtained by adIt Is planned to hold the fair in the handed down by the
&
tbe TJ. S. Civil Service
Co.
Imperial su- - body at headquarters and asked to be to chemistry, and it was conjectured dressing
"
Washington, D. C, or the
that it was this cholin which broke
secretary of the board of examiners
down the cancer cells.
Phone Main 344,
Whalen, & Fowler Props
at the following-nameV
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nrm-- r
',
mjui.1 i.i.L.m..,,
places: post
.milium..
,i.iJlu.
,,,'"
animals ap
upon
Experiments
office, Boston, Mass.;
Philadelphia.
peared to confirm this theory, and
Pa.;
Atlanta,
Ga.;
Cincinnati,
Ohio;
fifty-si- x
patients in the Samaritan
111.; St. Paul, Minn.; Seat
hosptal ' then received injections of Chicago,
pound relieved me of a. cmrorra ntfntr the
cholin. In every instance an Improve tle, Wash.; San Francisco, Cal.; cus- or
University of Notre Dame. Indiasttima and less than a bottle causNew
N.
New
Y.,
tomhouse,
York,
ment was noted. It is yet too soon
ed a complete cure." Refuse substit- cations point to a large attendance of
to ay whether ' complete cures can Orleans, La.; old clustomhouse, St. utes. O. O. Schaofar and Red Cross delegates and visitors from all over
Mo.
Drug Store.
the United States and Canada. The
be effected, but the, physicians in Louis,
sessions will last four or five days
charge are hopeful.
and will be presided over Dy the
Hav fever and aMhmn. mn.Vn August CATHOLIC T. A. CONVENTION.
Very
South Bend, Ind.'.Aug. 3. The ad- Rev. p,
A "gasoline-electric- "
street railway a month of Intense suffering to many
j. O'Callaghan, the noted
vance
d
guard of delegates arrived here Paullst, who Is the president of
is the latest improvement in railway people. Daley's Honey and Tar
cives nromnt. e&sA nnil taIIbF today in readinesa for
the
traction la Germany. The power sys and" 1r ROOthlnEr ftiirt hnnHnff
trt fha In.
annual convention of the Cathotem consists of an, ordinary gasoline flamed membranes. Wm. M. Mere- A bachelor's ideal woman la
engine geared direct to a dynamo, tnew, N. Searsport, Me., says: "A few lic Total Abstinence Union of Amerwheh feeds an electro-moto- r
one h,e couldn't
connect- doses of Foley's Honey aud Tar Com ica, which is to be held next week at
get
ed with one of the axles of the car
The first road of this kind has Just
mmsm
been put into operation at Grunau,
1
rf.a above ' Berlin, and it is
CAPITAL PAID IN
H
described as highly successful. FurSURPLUS'
ther operations, however, must be
$100,000.00
$50,000700
carried on to test fully the financial
results. If these are whollv satisfac
"VYi'vA
tory'many small towns, it is predict
ed, will introduce ths system.
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FIRE! POLSCfeTDOCTOR!

The "Prooresdlve" Partv
Is the Individual, man or woman, who
uses Foley Kidney Pills for backache
rheumatism, weak hm-r-. unit nthnr Vlrl
ney and bladder Irregularities. Foley
Kidney Pills are healing, strengthen
ing, tonic, ana quick to produce beneficial results. Contain no harmful
drugs. Never sold In bulk. Put up In
two sizes. In sealed bottles. The gen
uine in a yellow package. O. G. Schaef
er and Red Cross Drug Store.

these at night as well as day, by having a
telephone in your bed room.
An extension telephone in connection with
your main telephone will cost you very little.
It will save you steps and give your family a sense of security at night when you are
away.

Mr. W. S. Gansalus, a farmer living
near Fleming, Pa., says he has used
Chamherljlfn'M rinlin rhnlara anA Til.
arrhoea Remedy in'hls family for four
teen years, and that he has found it to
be an excellent
remedy, and takes
Pleasure in rennmmiMiiliTip It. TiVir
saie oy all dealers.
A.. S. .Tones, nf fha
T,a
umco, Cal., who has handled Foley &
Go's medicines for many years, says:
"I consider that Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound has no equal, and is the
one cough medicine I can recommend
as containing no narcotics or other
harmful properties." The genuine In
a yellow nankairn. n a HchnpTor nnri
Red Cross Drug Store.
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FADS AND
FASHIONS
New York,

Aug.

3.

Women

who

have the ambition and the means to
dress in accordance with fashion are
looking forward wtlh great interest to
the autumn openings of the present
month. The secret of the coming
styles is well guarded but it is safe
to assume that the everlasting problem of the ruling silhouettee will
again be brought into prominence in
the dislays. Of course, nothing definite is at yet known, but hints that
have come from Paris, indicate that
the coming silhouette will be a compromise Ilk that of the summer, but
that a little more latitude will be
width Qf skirts and to draperies.
It may be expected that the styles
of autumn will depend, like those of
summer much upon accordion plaiting
for their skirt fullness. This method
of obtaining greater fullness without
materially changing the slim
permits pf the introduction of
countless changes and variations. One
sees simple skirts entirely accordion
plaited, mounted a little high at the
waist and topped by quaintly
little boleros. Silk or cotton
voile, marquisette and tulle are favorite materials for such skints, with
the bolero in silk or In lace and with
perhaps a scarf girdle of the bolero
silk or of contrasting color dropping
Its long ends over the plaited skirt.
The coat need not be Of the bolero
persuasion, may have tails of some
kind, and there is not of necessity a
coat, for charming little frocks are
turned out with the accordion plaited
skirt, a high girdle and bodice entirely of sheer lace or tulle. Still
others have both skirt and bodice
accordion plaited in some stuff and
'
merely floating sleeves on Watteau-lik- e
and
train
shoulder
drapery of
lace or other contrasting material.
Instead of the entirely plaited skirt
one may use the plaiting only in a
sheer tunic veiling and a clinging underskirt Too, straight, long tunic of
accordian plaited tulle or other thin,
transparent material over plain or
figured stuff is usually effective and
becoming, detracting not in the least
from the stralghtness of the silhouette yet giving the touch of motion which marks the skirt of this
season's vintage. A plaited bib jabot
brings the bodice into harmony with
the skirt, and this same design may
be carried out for fall and winter
wear with fair certainty of modish-nees- .
A line of tiny buttons down
jabot and tunic fronts is a good detail.
A draped tunic over an underskirt
of accordion plaiting limp and nar
row in lines about the feet is another
version of the accordion plaiting skirt
idea. In some frocks the plaiting
forms only a petticoat charming in
the skirt front.
Black and white is as usual an oft
repeated combination, and blue and
white is very popular, the blue being
used in all shades from Nattier and
blue to marine and crows wing. The
old medium blue .ones, cool and uspict-turesq-
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ably among the midsummer toilettes,
and
usually in connection with white,
are especially pretty in the linens,
enonges and certain combinations of
silk with lingerie or sheer white
stuff such as silk voile, marquisette
and tulle.
An uncommonly good looking cos
tume in this coloring had a Norfolk
coat of old blue eponge with collar
and cuff straps of white eponge and

The plain
The Nor
folk, with slight variations of cut
and detail, by the way, is enormously
popular this summer in everything
from white serge and white char
meuse to linen and tweed. It is, of
course, always informal in air, but
the plain Norfolk suits of white dull
finish satin or charmeuse wron with
dainty lingerie or tulle blouses havt
much elegance In their informality
and make charming costumes even
for afternoon at such a place as a
country club or sporting event or on
the street. Separate Norfolks, too,
at
play an important role in outing
in
latest
of
thingB
the
one
and
tire,
this class is the separate Norfolk of
soft natural tone tussor with black
collar and cuffs for wear over morn
s
ing frocks.
A pretty novelty is the wash nei.
blouse with plaitlngs at the wrist to
match the Pierrot, collar. These
waists have long tight sleeves, and
are worn with the tailormade. Net
waists also have short sleeves with
two ruffles of lace or a tulle plaiting.
Some of the new blouses have full
loose sleeves shirred into the arm-siz- e
and gathered to fit the arm with
ribbon through beading or form a rufr
fie below the gathering. The body
is shirred on the shoulders along the
shoulder seam.
big white pearl buttons.

skirt

was of white eponge.

.
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Other blouses are shirred around
the neck to form a V in front, to be
worn with a Robespierre collar, either of the waist fabric, of white lawn,
or of black, blue or cerise satin with
jabots on the ends. The
Byron collar of embroidery lace or
embroidered linen is worn with a soft
tie knotted in front, or a single
jabot. These blouses are also made
of handkerchief linen, hand embroidered, with plaited frills at the wrists.
Lace blouses are sometimes trimmed with mousseline fle sole piping
in colors. Allover lace blouses and
those of wide filet insertion, combined with shadow or .Venice lace,-arvery fashionable.. The polo shirtwaist of China, Shantung or taffeta
silk is new and much liked, It is the
waist, made with a box
plait with tiny pearl buttons in front,
long shoulders, with Bleeves of full
length set in and stitched flatly, with
a turn-ove- r
cuff and link buttons. The
collar is a high turnover, the corners held down by pearl buttons. With
this soft, double collar one may wear'
and pin, a sailor knot
a
of messaline, a' how of velvet ribbon
with a small square how, or a square
bow and short and cravat.
Striped batiste and dimity waists
in lingerie style may be made very
dressy with lace insertions lengthblouses
wise. Striped taffeta-Russiwith a peplum are handsome with a
white skirt. Some waists in striped
effects are made up to have the cen
ter of the waist, back and front, strip
ed and the remainder of the garment
knife-plaite-

'

plain-tailore- d

four-in-han- d

an

plain.

Lace blouses in black or white
are considered very smart, worn with
a white satin tailored skirt, a fine lingerie or a black satin skirt A novelty waist of lace consists of motifs
of lace, three kinds joined together.
All such waists have the neck collar-les- s
and the sleeves set in.
Among soft materials for blouses
there are mahy pretty and inexpen
sive crepes and voiles. Even tne most
sheer of the imported crepes wear
remarkably well, and their saving in
laundry bills for a season is an appreciable economy.
flowers, used
French ribbon-worin the form of knots or wreaths and
hidden by overdraperles, are one of
the most charming new features of
evening gowns.
k

FLORENCE

Do the right thing at the right time.
Act quickly In time of danger.
Backache la kidney danger.
Doan's Kidney Pills act quickly.
Plenty of evidence to prove this.
H. IL Closson, 408 Grand Ave., East
Las Vegas, N. Mex., says: "I take
Just as much pleasure in recommending Doan's Kidney Pills today as I
did when I gave a publio statement
in their praise in January, 1907.
About a year ago I had occasion to
use Doan's Kidney Pills, there being
soreness across my kidneys and trouble from the kidney secretions. This
remedy relieved me as promptly as
before. Tears ago I began to suffer
from pains in my back and I attributed the trouble to an Injury. If I
worked hard or brought strain on the
muscles of my loins, my back pained
severely and the least cold I caught
settled in ray kidneys, aggravating
my troubles. I tried plasters and liniments but my efforts for relief were
unavailing until I commenced using
Doan's Kidney Pills, procured from
the Center Block Pharmacy. They
proved beneficial from the first"
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
Co.,
cents.
Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember' the name Doan's and
take no other.
Fostef-Milbur-
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tHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
:ONCEPTION
Adrian
Rabeyrolle.
jastbr.
First niaas at

7 a, in.; second mas
it 10 a. in. .Sunday school in English
vud Spanish at 3 p. m., in
Spanish at
:au p. in. Rcwary and benediction
lie blessed sacrament at 7:30 p
r

u

I

-
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(or

English

speaking

nl !ren on Tuesday 4 p. m., and on
Saturday 10 a. m.; for Spanish gpiak
uk children ou Thursday
p. m., and
d Saturday at 9 a. m.

s

CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR
IOWS Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor.
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun
mass 8:30,
lay excepted. Second
ermon in English, hymns rendered
y the children under the direction
f the Sisters of Loretto. Third mas
it 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish
j'rom 3 to 4 Sunday school. At i
cinediction of the Blessed Sacra
Bent. At the New Mexico Hosplta.
:or the Insane masB
fourti.
every
Sunday by the pastor.
FIRST
METHODIST EPISCOPAL
CHURCH Cor. Eighth street and Na
lonal avenue, to. C. Anderson, pastor
In the absence of the pastor who
is away on a short vacation, Dr.
Frank H. H. Roberts will occupy the
pulpit at the First Methodist Episcopal church next Sunday morning and
The. morning service beevening.
gins at 11 o'clock and the evening
service at 8 o'clock. A cordial inviall to attend.
tation is etended-tST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH.
Rev. J. S. Moore, Rectcr, 716 National avenue, East Las vegas, N. M.

Ninth Sunday after Trinity, - August 4, 1912.
Holy Communion 7:30;
Sunday school 9:45; Holy Communion

and sermon 11. Tuesday, Feast of
the Transfiguration, Holy Communion 10:30.

This church Is open dally for
vate prayer and meditation.

pri-

CHRISTIAN TABERNACLE.
Corner of Eighth and Main.
Bible school at 10 a. m.

Lord's Supper and preaching at
s

a. m.
Senior Endeavor

at

n

SATURDAY, AUGUST

One of the most common complaints
that hard working peoplo are afflicted
Apply Chamber-

lain's liniment twice a day and massage the parts thoroughly at each application, and you will get quick relief.
For sale by all dealers.
"Were all medicines as meritorious
as Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy the world would
be much better off and the percentage
of suffering reatly decreased," writes
Lindsay Scott, of Temple, Ind. For
sale by all dealers.

3, 1912.

the Are department was notified and make up his mind whether to comseveral firemen with axes had to mit suicide or not. So he flippe! a
break down part of the wall and shat- coin and when the coin fell in favor
ter the window frame before th,o cap- of death, the man drew a pistol from
STRAY-TOPICSFEC3 LITTLE CLD MM YG7.X
tive could ibe released. He was ar- his pocket and shot himself in the
rested and charged with attempted heart dying a few minutes later in
burglary, but being able to prove his the ambulance.
lnnoce'nce he was acquitted and mereIt takes a born leader to fool the
New York, August 3. New York is on the lower East side has been clear- ly fined for drunkenness. He promptwho are being led into believthe
ly
pledge.
people
signed
a
of
an
of
demonstrated
throes
in the
on more than one
ly
upheaval
ing
they are doing it on their own
serious nature brought about by the occasion and scarcely a week passed
hook.
is
There
the
rejoicing
great
among
with the that did not bring at least one more
disclosures in connection
Rosenthal murder.' What the final or less bloody gang fight. Nothing bald he(ads which habitually adorn
There it n't a great deal of difference
outcome will be it is difficult to pre could be more desirable than that the the front seats of the parquet at all
musical shows. To supply his musi- between being lucky and having com
dict with any degree of certainty, but various gangs- - should' engase in a
mon sense.
the sentiment among the better class war of extermination amiong them cal comedy productions with chorus
frob
different
the
girls
shopworn
is
most
desirable
citizen,
es, the
selves, following the example of tho
Broadway type Charles Frohman has
strongly in favor of a thorough :eor- - Kilkenny Cats. But, unfortunately decided to
seelct them from among the
ganization of the police department. the gangsters seem 'to be very poor
most beautiful girls throughout the
most
the
marksmen
In
and
emphatic
their
Notwithstanding
fights they
For this purpose he has
denials on the part of the police au- hit Innocent bystanders oftener than country,
asked the managers of the theaters
thorities there is sufficient evidence members of the hostile gang. At on
the country with which lie
even now to convince any unbiased of thos.9 gang fights the other day throughout
Is associated to ssnd at his expense
two
a
of
of
the existence
widely
children, who failed to get under the best
person
What Lydia E.Pinkham' Veglooking girls who wish to
ramified conspiracy between certain cover soon enough,
were mortally
etable Compound Did For
The
on
the
condition
go
stage.
only
police officials and the criminal ele- wounded, while not one of the fight- is
the girls iinust be;
that
Their Health Their own
ment of the city. The full extent of ing gangsters was Injured. Of course,
Some of the selections have alStatements Follow.
the conspiracy will probably never be there was not a policeman within a
ready arrived and if the rest of them
ascertained, but a thorough investiga- half mile and no arrests were Fade. come
up to their standard there will
New Moorefield, Ohio. "I take great
tion is not only desirable but impera
be a great change In the appearance pleasure in thanking you for what your
"confidence
restore
to
of
the
tive
the
The prohibitionists hav9 sained of the chorus at least In the musical
VegetabieCompound
public in the honesty and efficiency one recruit to
causo the other comedy shows under the Frohman
has done for me. I
their,
of the police department. As it is,
had bearing down
day. The convert is a man who has management.
the scandal is appalling and a dis- been a victim of the drink habit
pains, was dizzy and
for
grace to the city. The clearly mani- many yeairs. The other
weak, had pains in
Sad days are In store for the lovers
night he re
lower back and could
fested desire of the police to shield turned home after a
of
the
of
the weed, if
night
dissipa
not be upon my feet
the murdeerr or murderers by giving tion to find to his
dismay the house League of America succeeds in carlong enough to get a
them opportunity to escape Is genermeal. As long as I
locked, and himself without
a key. rying out its program. The local
ally accepted as a positive proof of the
laid on my back I
Finding that a small window in the branch Is making determined efforts
would feel better,
complicity of the police in the crime rear of the house had been le't
open, to induce the health authorities and
but when I would
and the attitude of Police Commis- the man
attempted to enter' -- the the board of aldermen to Join In a
get up those bearing
sioner Waldo, who has ever refused house
He managed general campaign against smoking. down pains would come back, and the
by that route.
to admit corruption in the police de- to
squeeze the upper part of his body With fanatical determination the doctor said I had female trouble. Lydia
partment, is severely criticized. So thorogh the small aperture, but his members of that league are waging E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound was
great is the general distrust regarding embonpoint made It impossible for war not
medicine that helped me and I
only against smoking in pub- the only
the honesty of thel policje department him to
been growing stronger ever since
get through beyond: the belt lic places, like the subway and ele- have
I commenced to take it I hope it will
that public spirited citizens have lib- line. Then he tried to back o'A of
vated stations, the platforms of cars, help other suffering women as it has me.
erally offered funds to enable the em- the, window, but found himself secure- etc., but
they propose to carry the You can use this letter." Mrs. Cassib
f private detectives fori a ly
ployment
wedged In. With, his head and campaign into the homes of private Lloyd, New Moorefield, Clark Co., Ohio.
thorough investigation of the scandal- the; upper art of his anatomy inside citizens and prevent them from smok
Bead What This Woman Says:
ous situation. The district attorney
the house and the lower part of his ing even in their homes. So far the
South Williamstown, Mass. "Lydia
Is greatly hampered In his work ow whiskey-soake- d
the league has received but little en- E. Pinkham'e Vegetable Compound cer- outside,
body
ing to the unwillingness of witnesses man began to yell for help. A po- couragement from the board, of alder
has done a great deal forme. Be
to testify In the case, for fear of en liceman heard
the commotion
and men and it is fairly safe to predict fore taking it I suffered with backache
111
will of the police when
gendering the
he found the man stuck In the that many k bucketful of water will and pains in my side. I was very irregand their criminal allies.
window he came to the conclusion run down the Hudson river before the ular and I had a bad female weakness,
after periods I was always
that the latter was a burglar. The board of aldermen will pass 'a city especially
tired, so I thought I would try your medEver since the Monk Eastman officer ordered the man to com? out ordinance-prohlbitnsmoking in pri- icine. After taking one bottle of Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound I
gang and a few other .gangs that us of the window, but that was easier vate houses.
felt so much better that I got another
ed to infest the lower East side were ordered than executed.
Even the
and now I am a well woman. I wish
broken up, the police were emphatic strength of the policeman proved inA bartender out of work shot him
would take your medicine.
more
in their denial that any more of the sufficient to dislodge the Joaptive. self the other day In a shooting gal I havewomen
told my friends about it" Mrs.
Neverthe- Several (other policemen came and lery on Eighth avenue under drama Robert
gangs weer In existence.
Colt, Box 45, South -Williams-tow"
less the existence of dangerous gangs helped to pull, but In vain. Finally tic circumstances. He could not
Mass.
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7 p. m.

Evening preaching service at

BAPTIST CHURCH. Corner Main
avenue and Sixth street. Rev. N. B.
Rreen, Pastor.
Preaching at 11 a. m., and 7:30 p.
m. Sunday School at 9; 45 a. m. A
VI. Young
People's meeting at 6:30 p.
tn. The public is invited.
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
Rev. Norman Skinner, Pastor. Doug-

las avenue and Tenth street.
Morning worship end sermon at

11

o'clock.
,
Bible' study and Sunday school at
9:45 a. m.
Young People's society at 7 p. m.

CLEARANCE SALE
N order to clean out all Summer Goods and to make room
for Our New Fall and Winter Stock We are going to give
Prices You can't afford to overlook.

A Reduction on Every Article in Store

The church extends a most hearty
invitation to all people. Strangers
and sojourners in the city especially
welcomed.

CORSETS

.

1

CURTAM SOIUKJS

to J off on all Corsets in

Stock-

25c to 35c

-

CALICOS
All Prints,

quality, Sale Price 15c

5c

Yard

'

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SOCIETY,
Regular services every Sunday morn
tng at 11 o'clock and Wednesday even
icg at 8 o'clock in O. R. C. hall

8HIL0H BAPTIST CHURCH Cor
ner Columbia and Railroad Avenues,
Rev. W. R. Burgess, Pastor.
Preaching 11 a. m., and 8 p. m., by
the pastor; Sunday school 9:45 a, m.;
B. Y. P. TJ., 3 p. m. All are welcome
to attend these services.

CHURCH.
Lutheran services will be held
in the PresA vast amount of ill health is due Sunday evening, July-28- ,
to impaired digestion. When the stom- byterian church, beginning at 8
ach fails to perform its functions pro- o'clock. A cordial welcome to all
perly the whole system becomes deREV. P. KRETSCHMAN, Rector.
ranged. A few doses of Chamberlain's
Tablets is all you need. They will
strengthen your digestion, invigorate READY FOR THIRD PARTY SHOW
your liver, and regulate your bowels,
Chicago, 111., Aug. 3. All was husentirely doing away with that miser- tle and buBtle about the progressive
able feeling due to faulty digestion.
Try it. Many others have been per- headquarters at the Congress hotel
manently cured why not you? Fol today. This afternoon announcement
sale by all dealers.
was made of the completion of all

with is lame back.

OmC,

8 p
m.
;
(Rev.' J. Wilburn Rose will have
charge of the preaching services both
In East morning and evening.

FAIRBANKS.

ACT QUICKLY
Delay Has Been Dangerous
Las Vegas

I

DAILY

'

FLAXONS

LACES'''.-

20c Quality

1

Sale Price Wo

Sale Pried 5c

,

SILKS

A Sample Line, Every Garment

Regular Price

2

,

LUTHERAN

arrangements for the convention that
will assemble Monday to nominate
Theodore Roosevelt for president and
select his running mate on the third
party ticket Many visitors are arriving in town to attend the gather-lng- .
As yet, however, there appears
to be no great rush for tickets to the
Coliseum, which are selling at from
The attendance of
$10 to $20 each.
press representatives promises to be
fully as large as at the republican
and democratic national conventions.

YASil BELTS
ALL COLORS

Be Each

All 75c Wool Suiting, Cashmeres and
Serges go at 49c Sale Price

'LADIES WAIST

KlUSUN UNDERWEAR'

All Fancy Silks go at
1--

Lot Laces From 10c to 15c

DRESS GOODS

Bargain

Net

,

ALL COLORS

$5.00
3.00
. 1.50

Waist--

6.00 Silk Waist.
3.00 Fancy Waist.

TANDY WAISTffiGS

-

-

A

$10-0-

1- -4

ON ALL

,

t.2 Regular Price

OFF

Summer Underwear

SALE BEGINS THURSDAY, AUGUST 1st.

Special Prices

ENDS SATURDAY, AUGUST 17th.

ON

ON

RIBBONS

BARGAINS

SELLERS GUY GOBOS ST6HE
THE ST07.E THAT SELLS FOli LESS

Remnant
Counter

i!

eOAB

Roosevelt's cause for a moment
Dupont of the , powder trust
OF
and kindred interest is a firm and
ESTABLISHED 1879.
Frank Munsey
helpful Bull Moeei
of the steel trust is also a heavy conPublished By
tributor to the "movement" as Is Tim
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
Woodruff of New York and a score
(Incorporated)
of other Wall 'street magnates. What
OF
man with a dol
M. M. PADGETT. ........ ,. EDITOR chance has the little
lar in this klndi'pf company? And
does any intelligent Kansas voter
imagine for a, moment that these bis VENERABLE PONTIFF WILL NOT
HOLD CELEBRATION BECAUSE
trust interests are spending their
OF POOR HEALTH '
out
of
pafor
Roosevelt
pure
money
Entered at the loatoffice at Eatti triotism or because they have a
Rome, Aug. 3. It will be nln3 years
lnteerst in the "dear peoLm Vegas, New Mexico, tor tranwnls-Hotomorrow
since the memorable Sunmalls
United
States
ple?"
the
.'...'
through
It is true that the' "man who pays day on which Giuseppe Sarto, who
M second class matter.
the campaign expenses owns the gov- had been Patriarch of Venice, was
ernment." When E. H. Harriman was crowned Pontlfex Maxlmus of the CaTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
told by Roosevejlt to go and collect tholic church and 'nvested with the
Dally, by Carrier:
.05 $260,000 to carry New York, did Har- insignia of his office in the great
ff
Copy
.......!
.16 riman understand that he was to per- Basilica of St Peter, filled to ltg caCue Week
pacity with interested spectators from
. .63 form an act against his
One Month
7
''7.50 Does J. Pierpont Morgan hope that as all parte of the globe. Owlns: to the
Be Tear
a result of Roosevelt's campaign the extremely delicate condition of the
Daily by Mall
One Tear ............,..,..,..,.$6.00
steel, the harvester, the sugar and pope's health, which compelled him
S.OO other trusts will be dissolved?
Come some time ago reluctantly to follow
Hz Months ..1. ......
on, Kansas, patriots! Put up your lit- the urgent advice of his physicians
tle dollars and make J. Pierpont Mor- and to suspend all public audiences
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
and functions, there will be no pub'!;
gan laugh'. Come' into' this parU
GROWER
in the ownership of the govern- observance of the anniversary.
12.00
One Year
The fact that tomorrow Ptivi X will
ment at the ratio of enfij share for the
1.00
fix Months
voter and a million for the trusts. enter upon the tenth year of his
One more quotation from this beseech- reign as supreme pontiff partakes of
fOash in Advance for Mail Suhscrip-tions-)
ing circular: '"Send your contribu- additional Importance Inasmuch, aa it
tion as you will cash, personal check, disproves the superstitious prediction
Remit by draft, check or money
money order or whatever that Pope Pius, who was nine years
rder. If sent otherwise we will not stamps,
you like. But send them to Emporia a parish priest, nine years a bishop
responsible for lots. '
and send them soon, as we are run- and nine years a patriarch, would not
Specimen copies free on applica-ning this office here and In Topeka, be pope more than nine years. Su;
Ion.
getting all, this JJterature out, without perstltiions concerning thpl probable
a cent .in the treasury- - trusting, like duration o fthe Telgn of popes have
ILL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
to the ravens.-- You, by the always been quite common, but almost
Elijah,
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
are one of the ravens and I hope Invariably thieir fallacy was shown by
way,
PAID FOR.
you realize how we need your help? the actual facts. During the reign of
utter rot! One of the ravens? Pius XI the eupertltlous 'belief was
What
Advertisers are guaranteed the
One of the gulls, one of the dupes, quite general that he would not be
largest dally and weekly circulation one of the victims of this confidence
pope more than 25 years, two months
of any newspaper In Northwestern
whose purpose is to get votes and seven days, that is, 'not longer
game;
Kew Mexico.
through a hypocritical plea of pover than St. Peter reigned after the establishment of the papal see in Rome.
ty and righteousness.
TELEPHONES
Yet Plus IX. disproved the superstiMain 2
BUSINESS OFFICE
tious theory by reigning 31 years, 7
KING HAAKON'S BIRTHDAY.
HEWB DEPARTMENT....... Main 9
months
and 21 days.
'
Haakon
Christiana, Aug.
There have been but three popes
VII. reached his fortieth birthday
who have reigned more than 25 years.
SATURDAY, AUGUST 3, 1912.
anniversary today, having been born
He is the second The flirat was St Peter, who spent the
August 3, 1872.
T013 KANSAS "RAVENS'
son of the
Frederick VIII. first seven years of his pontificate
of Denmark, Since he was eleoted to. at Antloch and then came to Rome
where he reigned an additional 25
As chairman of the Kansas "Pro the crown by"
people
gressiva republican" committee, Wil in 1905 he has 'steadily grown in the years, two months and seven d;iys
before he died a martyr. Next to
liam. Allen White has caused 250,000 favor of his
adopted subjects. The
circulars to be sent to the voters of king's popularity among the Norweg- him came Plus IX, who reigned 31
the Sunflower state, making a pathe- ian people is shared to the fullest ex- years, seven months and 21 days and
X7II, vho was popa ?5
tic plea tot email contributions lot tent by the queen,' who before her ttieu fame
the Bui Mooee cause, says the Kan- marriage ' was 'j Princess ' Maud of years and five months.- Six pontiffs
sag City Journal. A copy of this cir Wales, daughter of the late King Ed- have reigned more than 23 years; 11
more than ,20 years; 300 less than
cular la before us. It ia a remark ward VII; .
'' ' one year and nine less than one
able document In that It sets forth
month. Of the first 30 popes, 29 were
a number of propositions that are CIVIL SERVICE
OFFERS
chUdlsK and calculated to deceive,
except St Dionysius, who
martyrs,
EMPLOYMENT
was the twenty-fiftThe total num
After reciting the various items of Uncle Sam
has 350,000 Jobs held
ber of popes who died martyrs was
expense In the Kansas campaign by those who must
pass competitive 33.
which will aggregate "at least" f25,-00- examinations.
There are nearly
In view of the precarious condition
Mr. White says:
appointments madel eac(h jye&r. of the
"Under the old plan of campaigning, The salaries are
pope's health and 'the possib
hours
excellent,
that he may not survive his an
the big concerns that get the benefit
ility
short work pleasant, and splendid
more than a few months,
of tariff and other legislation used
for advancement Gov niversary byis
opportunities
to be asked to contribute to cam- ernment
speculation
ripe as to bis probable
employes, whether in Wash successor in
the pontificate Of
paign funds. They got their money ington, the
leading cities, or scat course, there is
back with 30 per cent interest In high ted
nothing definite to
the country have a form
the basis of a forecast but one
tairtfs and unjust rates of various fine throughout
opportunity for study, self-Ikinds, legalized by those whose camthing seems to be tolerably certain
provement, or outside work.
was
This
that the next pope will mt be an
paign expenses they paid.
There is but one way to get Into
American.
But we were
In fact it seems to bo
wrong dead wrong.
the government ' service; that is by
understood
all to blame I was just aa bad as
that the succesgeneraly
a rigid examination.
sor of Pius IX is to be an Italian. The
the next fellow, and the next fellow passing
Special , preparation for these exwas just as bad as I was.N But we've
tremendous growth and development
aminations is absolutely essential aol
of the Roman Catholic chi'rch in thy
got to quit We've got to take nharge in order to
provide this, the Albu United States ha&
ourselves you
Of this government
given' rise lo the
querque Business College has organ
or
sooner
that
later one of the
and I and the folks. For the man ized a
hope
special civil service depart- American cardinals would be selectexpenses
who pays the campaign
ment and has employed Mi Geo. C.
We propose
ed for the papacy.
owns the government
That time may
Taylor, of Washington, D. C, to take
to carry Kansas for Roosevelt at the
come, but at present that
eventually
charge of this work. Mr. Taylor
'
hope Is .undoubtedly premature.
primary and at the polls by eubserlp-tlon- s comes
directly from the seirvice of III the selection of a candidate for
from the folks. We don't need the
government, having recently hold the
pontificate many things have to
large contributions. But we do need a responsible1
position in the bureau be considered
lots of them. We don't want the big of
and bo Intricate are the
civil
comservice
appointments,
conditions which have their bearing
fellows. But we dp want the fellow
mission.
He has also had extensive
who has a dollar, or five, or possibly
upon the hcolce that few. men outside
experience in other departments of
his
movement
is
of the church, in fact, outsida of the
ten, to feel that this
'
';
the service.
;.
movement"'
The Albuquerque Business "College highest hierarchy of the church, can
The theory upon which Mr. White ia
fully realize and appreciate them. A
the only school, in the west
Is proceeding is that the man who is
great body, especially a religious one,
a
specialist to conduct the Is,
necessarily, conservative and the
persuaded to give a dollar to thep re- work of a civil service
departraant
gressive movement wi(ll be an influ- and students enrolling for this course Catholic church Is no exception. The
time has not yet come for selecting
ential voting factor. It is time that will be under
the personal Instruc- a
White is not making an appeal to the tion of Mr.'
pontiff from outside of Italy. But,
These courses even
Taylor.
if the church were ready and
"big fellow." That part of the game will also, be taught by mall. ,
'
to go outside, the Italian govIs In other handB. And it is equally
willing
The school has prepared a sn'ctdl
ernment
is not yet ready to permit
true that the "progressive",, movecircular, "How to Enter Civil Serv this.
The Catholic church, is not
ment in Kansas and the nation does ice," which will be sent on
request
not" need the dollar of the poor man.
wholly free in J'its selection of suof
preme pontiff; hence the agitation,
The Roosevelt people have plenty
HAVEMEYER STOCK CANCELLED not yet ended
by any means, for the
money. Why, in Kansas Stubbs and
Trenton, N. J., Aug. 3. A final sovereignty of the pope. The VatiWhite alone could finance the Roosevelt campaign and scarcely feel the decree was Issued today by the court can palace Itself, it must be rememcost But the point is that White of "chancery cancelling 99,000 shares bered, belongs to th Italian governtells the voters a fthe state thaat "the of common stock of the National Su ment and it is exceedingly doubtful
which Norman that the Italian government would
big cvoncerns that get the benefit of gar Refining company
B. Tooker and other stockholders of consent to the
are
other
and
.legislation"
occupation of the Vatithe tariff
not now represented in the third the company charged had been issued can by a pope who is an American
in the name citizen, an Englishman, an Austrian,
party movement. This Is Insulting to without any consideration
the intelligence of every voter of of James H. Post for Henry C. Have- a Frenchman or a Spaniard.
died.
Since
Some
who
time
has
meyer,
Is
The choice of a successor to Plus
Roosevelt
Kansas.
The
campaign
the court of chancery decided that X being thus narrowed down to the
ago
Wall
and
trusts
financed
by
being
street interests. The Roosevlt man- this stock had ben improperly Issued Italian contingent of the Sacred
stock had been improperly issued
becomes wm(aartive!y simple
agers have already spent more than this
mine
howthe matter should be finally to name six cardinals who are cona million of dollars and the campaign
sidered the strongest candidates for
has only Just begun. George W. Per- adjusted.
the papacy. First come the leaders
kins, the personal 'representative of
Is
advice
of
about
worst
the three parties in the Sacred coltrust
The
giving
harvester
the
trust,
the steel
and of J. Pierpont Morgan and the that you so often have to take it back lege, Cardinal Rampolla, who was a
candidate at the last conclave, Card!- i
Standard Oil bank,., has never left if it's damaged. ..,,
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RAPIDLY

ATTENDANCE AND ACCOFtlPLISHMENTS
During Year Just Closed 321 Students Were Enrolled, an Increase
of 107 Over Two Years Ago Number of Students in the
Higher Classes Steadily Growing Larger and School's InHii"
ence Is Extending Into AH Parts of New Mexico Dr. Roberts,
President, Is Showing Ability as Organizer and Educator.
Surpassing the expectations of its
moat faithful friends the New Mexico
Normal University, during the past
two school years, has made 'remark
able strides forward. Not only has

enrollment increased greatly, but
the character of the work done has
to a satisfactory degree,
Improved
The enrollment in the more Important, courses has increasied miore ra
pidly than in the other departments.
aitnougn every class has shown a
'
'
healthy growth.
the
nine
months Just clos
During
ed the school baa (enrolled 324 stu
dents, divided among the various' de
partments aa follows;
training
school, 1.79; academic
department,
91; normal department, 44; dammer- cial department, 10.
1
there
During the year of
were enrolled In these same depart
ments 283 students; and during the
preceding year the enrollment reach
ed 217. The tuition earned during
the nine months of the present year
amounted to $3,976.85;- 'while the
1
amount earned for the year
was $2,261.65, and for the year 1909- 1910, $2,862.63.
Thees figures show
a steady growth of the Normal school.
The summer school has likewise
'
grown at a rapid pace. The attendance In 1910 was 69 and in 1911, when
combined with the San Miguel county institute, reached the number of
227, and for the past term without
the San Miguel county instltteu there
. r,
is an enrollment of 183.
The legislature was generous In Its
apropriation of $35,411.52, thua making It possible to make needed re
pairs and to Improve and enlarge the
,'
equipment.
While the. school has - grown
In
numbers, the best evidence of Its
growth is the large Increase In the
various classes. For the three years'
1
there was a
previous to
total of 21 students registered in the
department of science, while during
the last nine months 61 students were
registered In this department The
records Indicate that thi'Iargest class
in geometry (solid) prior to 1910 was
composed of four students, but during this last winter 20 students were
registered in this class. In short,
all the classes are much larger than
at any previous time in the history
of the school.
thjei

1910-191-

1910-191-

,

'

'.

1910-191-

nal De Lai and Cardinal Maffl and
next In line Cardinal Ferrata, Cardinal
Richelmy, archbishop of Turin, and

Cardinal Gasparri. It is the general
belief In well informed circles that
one of these six Is practically gur? to
te selected for the honor.

During the year Just closed the
institution has supported an orchestra, a glee club, a brass band, a football team and two basketball teams,
and the friends of the Institution are
proud of all these organisations and
hope to make them more effective dur.
ing the coming year,
At the last meeting of the board of
regents arrangements were made to
put steel ceilings throughout the main
building and to tint the walls or all
the rooms. 'When the students return
In the fall they will find the building
more beautiful than ever before.
The senior class prepared and pub
lished the handsomest annual ever
published In the state. The class of
1913 has already made Its
plana to
publish a better and more attractive
annual than the one of, this year.
The faculty Is paid the following
sums: Men $8,000; women $8,000.
The faculty for the year
will
be composed of 18 men and women
graduates of leading institutions, all
'
experienced teachers.
Governor McDonald has appointed
the following board of regents to have
charge of the school for the next
four years: Charles Ilfeld; M. W.
Browne, F. E. Olney, Eugenio Romero, John D. W. Veeder.
To Dr. Frank K. H. Roberts, who
has Just completed his second year
aa president of the Institution, Is due
much of the credit for Its growth. Be
sides being an educator of ability
Dr. Roberts is possessed of a faculty
for organization. Hje has made of
every citizen of Las Vegas a friend
of the Normal University and has
succeded in arousing interest In the
school all over the state, so that the
school Is now drawing students' from
all parts of Niew Mexico, many of
them traveling hundreds of miles to
attend 'the Normal University. Dr.
Roberts has taken a leading part In
the educational councils of the state
and has been instrumental In the raising of scholastic1 standards.
Since
taking the presidency of the Normal
he has caused better courses to be
added to Its curriculum. Dr. Roberts
Is on most friendly terms with all
of the students, taking an active
interest In all their doings and en
couraglng them to enter into aU
kinds of athletic and scholastic activities. Discipline in the school, despite the friendlyl and "chummy" at
titude of the president toward thestudets, is as near perfect as could
he desired. Under Dr. Roberts' leadership the school seems destined to
even greater success in the future

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for5 Coupons from
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EMPRESS Flour CASH
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.
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Surplus, and Undivided Phofits$35,000

$100,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.
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WILSON WILL HOLD

ON

NEW STYLES

TO HIS PRESENT JOB
CANDIDATE FOR PRESIDENT WILL
REMAIN GOVERNOR OF

JERSEY

OF

J., Aug. 3. Governor
Wilson said today he would not resign
the governorship of New Jersey during his campaign for the presidency.
Governor Wilson keenly is' interested
In the prospective reports of the committee investigating the,, tax problem
and the efficiency of state affairs in
New Jersey and prominent democrats
have asked Mm not to forsake his office unless called, to a higher one.
Governor Wilson today gave some
attention to the organization of the
national democratic committee.. He
spent fully an hour writing his' own
name as rapidly as he could. He said
he hoped to sign nearly every letter
'
'
that passed from his office.
Seal Girt, N.
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'
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NOW OBJ DISPLAY
Express has brought its first shipment of
Nobby Stylish Coats and Suits that will be worn
for Fall and Winter 1912. Theseare only a few
in the lot but each suit contains
something new
that has been brought out. These suits have set
a3splendid Standard for the following orders to
equal. You are cordially invited to come,-se-e
the
advance showing and learn what stylesare to"be

TO CONTEST

Cedar Point O., Aug.
noted experts at the ancient game
of checkers are rounding up here for
the second annual tournament for th3
of all times is In prospect. .The
country are enplayers
tered and the greatest checker battlo
o fall times Is in prospect. The not
able names on the entry list Include
those of the present American champion, Newell W. Banks of Detroit the
great Heffner of Bostons Fishbournc!,
the southern champion,. Ketchum and
Droulllard of San Francisco, DeOrio
of Chicago, Henderson of Pittsburgh,
Horr of Buffalo and Alfred Jordan of
Toledo, who holds the championship
of England and Scotland.
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Professor J. C. Baker and Joe Hile
left this afternoon for Watrous
where
they will spend Sunday.
Mrs. J. D. Hand will
leave tomorrow
morning on the California Limited for a trip to California.
N JDodso, Santa Pe
Instructing
engineer with headquarters in Tope-k- a,
was a visitor, ,in Las
Vegas today.
CoCrqady, Santa Fe travel
ing engineer with headquarters In
Raton, .wss'in l.as Vegas today on
business
Yoder, oe of the drv farmers
of the country east of
here, will leave
toiiMit for. bis former home In Ar.
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Mann Entertains
EMPLOYE OF MURPHEY DRUG Mi
'
for Visiting Girl.
STORE DRAGGED FROM ANMisa Marie Mann was hostess at a
GRY WATERS BY A HERO
delightful card party Monday afterCCLC.1AD3 SFFJNOS $13.70
FliECLO CCLO. J1I.C3
noon, given at the home of her
One of the employes of .he
3. With the filin of
Chicago,
Aug.
Li
y
Mrs.
L.
C.
M.
an agreed decree in a civil
t
drug store, caifled off his feet mother,
Bailey, in honEENYEBtliW
suit against the Western Newspaper by a sudden rush- of water down or of Miss Pearl Carson, who Is In
Union and the American Press asso Sixth street during the rain storm Las Vegas the guest of Miss Mann.
ciation the federal government today this afternoon, was dragged beneath Five Hundred formed the entertain
Official Dispenser of
ST. LOUIS,
ST. PAUL,
took an advanced ; step under the the culvert at the corner of that thor ment for the afternoon, Miss Aileen
.
$15.33
Rosenthal
avenue.
and
the
Sherman
law
first
to prevent what the do oughfare
winning
Just
Douglas
prize.
OLD FJPY WHISKY,
CHICAGO, ILL.
partment of justice, regarded as the as he was breathing his last and the Miss Alice Coors was presented with
possibility of a combination to influ horrified spectators were turning the consolation prize.. Miss Mann's
GCLCEN
ence the thought of G0,000,000 readers away in horror, the lithe form of a guests were Miss Opal Jones, Miss
Also rates to many other points in East, North East, West
of rural newspapers -young, hero sprang into view. Cast Ruby Jones, Miss Helen Nahm, Miss
and North West including points in Old Mexico and points in
All Brands of Bottled Beer
thu'r, .Hi.
t
The proceedings in this
ing off his coat he Plunged into the Sadie Tooker, Miss Alice Coors, Miss
British Columbia.
Mrs; Grace Daugherty of Phoenl. suit were terminated in record time. murky waters and, seizing the victim Elizabeth Coors, Miss Ruth Winters,
and Bonded Whiskies
Tickets on sale daily June 1st, to Sept. 30th., are first class
.
Arte;i a - visitor" la Las Vegas,: Mrs., United States District Judge Kene-sa-w by the back of the neck, swum with Miss Madeline Mills, Miss Phebe
Miss Chella Van Petten, Miss
Hart,
de- him to safety.
Landis
the
hands
DaugKertjbore
Willing
was
entering
a
agreed
and
formerly
resident
good for stop over in either direction. Final return limit
FAMILY TXADE SOLICITED
of
cree immediately following the filing the unconscious victim and his res Reglna Stern, Miss Edna Winternitz,
,
October 31st., 1912.
;
J. E. Browne left this afternoon on of the government's petiton and the cuer Into the drug store, where they Miss Frances Myers, Miss Lucy My' Phone
Also tickets good for return within 60 days from date on
a
133
were revived with liberal doses of ers, Miss Louise Beck of Goshtn,
short business trip in the northern answers of the defendants, v
Vtgat
fop
WINES, LIQUORS OR BEER
sale to many points in East.
The suit was directed against the hair restorer, which, In the confusion, Ind., Miss Marie Arnold of Raton,
part of the state in the interests of
,.
Delivered Free.
the Peoples' bank.
following corporations and Individual was mistaken for something more ap Miss Aileen Rosenthal, Miss Carrie
Greenberger, Miss Mabel Laird,, Miss
W. Harris and George H. Hun- defendants: Central West Publishing propriate.
STA-iinn.
515 DOUGLAS AVE.
ker left iart night for Kansas City oni Co., (holding company of the Western
The hero of this little story is Lee Audrey Burns, Miss Grace Ireland,
Come and Try Your Luck.
business trip in the Interest Newspaper Union) ; Western News- Gerard. Caesar, Murphey's tpopular Miss Leona Greenclay, Miss Amelia
VIA QtTIEwTIAL
$72.S3
of the People's bank.
paper Union of New York,, George A. eradicator of rata and mice, was the Jones and Mrs. F. M. Lyons.:
aire vuust Carlson and two sons, Josylin of Omaha, Neb:, John F. party rescued. A movement is on foot
to secure nine hero medals for Ger Harmony- Club
Ray and Gardner, of Fort Madison, Cramer, Milwaukee,1 H." H. Fish,
information call on or write.
M. H. McMlllen, Chicago, Amer ard. At 4 o'clock, however, Caesar Has Good Time.
ia.,.are in, Las, Vegas visiting Mrs,
The Harmony club was entertained
Sanson's sister, , Mrs. J. It. Cleven- - ican Press Association; organized in had recovered only six of his lives,
O
Q ger.
BASEBALL NOTES.
New York; American Press Associa- and until the other three are restored at the regular meeting Thursday af
,',.
;'.
IMsi:;,r;
Q
in West Virginia; the medal business may be dropped. ternoon by Mrs. B. F, McGuire at
R. S. Randall, formerly a resident tion, organized
O
T
r
her home on Tilden avenue.
G. Brogan and
W.
Smith.
The
ui ijitB vegas, now employed as a Cortland
was
anthe
of
Germond.
occasion
F.
Maurice
the
meeting
salesman
by an Albuquerque
Catcher Red Kuhn, of the White grocery
of officers
is designed to end a WiGWAM HAS FASSED AWAY nual election
decree
Mrs.
The
been
a
has
firm,
visitor
in
Las
out
Vegas
of the game, nursing a
Sox, is
Charles O'Malley was elected presibitter trade war between these cor
for the past several days.
broken hand caused by a foul tip.
Indians In Canada Now Make Use of dent of the club. Mrs.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE.
The Altar guild of Saint- Paul's Mewhich furnish boiler Plate
E. J. Scott
Mrs.
O.
A.
porations,
Carson
arrived
The New England league is having!
Canvas Tents and Iron
yesterday
morial
Episcopal church' met Thurswas
r
coun
chosen
vice
Schaf-eMrs.
of
to
thousands
and
New York, Aug. 3 The only change
president,
ready plate
Stoves. '
a hot race this season with all of the afternoon from; her home in Albu
Mrs. G. L. Swearngln secre- day afternoon with Miss Rachael of note at the opening of today's
and
are
defendants
The
newspapers.
for
try
a
Vequerque
short
visit
in
Las
first five teams in the hunt for the
Ward and Miss Jeanette Ward at
A novelist would find a veritable taries, and Mrs Behrlnger, treasurer.
stock market, which was dull and
gas with friends. Mrs. Carson was restrained from combining or contin
'
pennant.,
mine
of
data for stories of the severe Following the business meeting" a their home on Eighth street.
a resident of Las Vegas.
uing alleged unfair methods in compegenerally uninteresting, was a one
f 'tii''-w
:y
.'
Manager Roger Bresnahan, of the formerly
which would result in destroy life in the woods among any of th game of progressive spelling was
JV A.
advance in American Tobacco.
tition,
'
meSanta
master
Fe
point
Coriley,
northern Indian' tribes. During my
The Missionary 'society1 of the
Cardinals, is trying" to sign Malcolm,
Mrs. C. Plew was the winone or the other and a complete
Elsewhere gains were limited to minamong the Montagnais at Lake ner
met
stay
Methodist
the star twirler of the University of chanic with headquarters in Raton, ing
churcn
First
Thursday or
of the first prize. Delicious rewas in Las Vegas this morning on monopoly for the survivor with all its St John two families descended from
fractions, with a firm, undertone.
'
Vermont team.
afternoon with Mrs. J. C. Schlott at
freshments
were
the
served.
of
influencing
their
winter
The list varied little from opening-pricepower
potential
to
business.
the
left
Gate
grounds
hunting
for
the
Mr,,Conley
Columbia-avenue- .
816
her
of
the
and
home,
Quakers,
Alexander,
and other post, being forced on the way to boil
until a further rise in the Hill
City this "afternoon on train No. 10. ' sentiments on economic
Gregg of the Naps, got away to a
their
moccasins
foi
and
of
Railroad
Firemen'
of
readers
the
pelfrles
soup
questions
issues
Rev. J. Wilburn Rose, a worker important
strengthened the general list.
office
Madeline
of
Miss
the
to avoid starvation. Yet these same Go On a Picnic.
Kelly
poor start last spring, but both have
Some
of
the specialties fluctuated
In the' State Bible association of the the 16,000 small newspapers of the
people were
returned covered 'with tinsel.
enough to travel
Members of the Brotherhood of Lo- of County Treasurer Eugenio Romero widely. Sears Roebuck
United States which are estimated to and attend tostrong
Christian
who
in
gaining three
been
has
church,
the
necessities
of
an
theli
for
The New York Giants have been
of
comotive Firemen, to the number of will leave tomorrow afternoon
Tomacoo six,
American
and
lLas Vegas for the past two weeks, fall into the hands of
five
points
Within
camp.
returndays they
shut out twice this season, Chicago
about 70, with their waves and sweet texneded visit in Los Angeles
ed again to the forest
the people of the country.
while Liggett and Meyers was heavy.
tomorrow
will
leave
Paso.
for
El
and Boston being the only team's able
The canvas tents, which have en hearts, spent the day in the Hot
The market closed heavy. The
Pointing out thai, an attempt was
Mrs F.- - W) Vorhees, accompanied
One of the most common complaints
to turn the trick.
in 1902 to bring aoout a con tirely replaced the native birch bark Springs canyon, this being the occamade
reversed itself in the final
market
Marie
and
her
Miss
son,
by
daughter
are
afflicted
hard
working peoplo
wigwams, came Into general use sion of the.annual picnic of the lodge. that
According to reports from Pitta Vorhees and Edward
is lame back. Apply Chamber- hour when demand of the Hill issues
will ar- solidation of these Interests, the gov
with
e
Vorhees,
twenty-fivabout
The
first
years
'
ago.
burg, the physical condition of Artie rive
was made in a special train lain's liniment twlce; a Aay and mas- ceased. There was also . marked
..
Indians to introduce them set up their The trip
tonigiht from her home in Dallas, ernment petition says:
Hofman is such that he may never
two cars, which left the depot at sage the parts thoroughly at each ap weakness in
of
view
was
in
that
"The
expectation
tents
and
a
in
for visit
made camp in the space of
Las Vegas with Mrs. C
Amalgamated Copper,
will get otnck rellef.
put on another baseball uniform.
of the great; power thus acquired in an hour without having to, cut the about 8:30 o'clock this morning and plication, and you
Steel and other inAnthracite
L. M. Bailey.
shares,
'
For sale by all dealers,
f. a
A namesake of Connie
Mack,
6 o'clock
numerous
was
to
return
united
due
about
at
the
information
or
wigwam
pples
away
the
reaction
disseminating
dig
M.
H.
reaching a
dustrials,
Sweezy, head of the grievthe snow underneath, while the old this evening A spirit of congeniality
Cornelius McGillicuddy Murphy, is
ance committee 'Of the Brotherhood property could be disposed of at great bark
point' or more in some instances and
as
meritorious
"Were
medicines
all
lodge required the snow to be reigned supreme as the train pulled as
playing great ball for the Hamilton of
in installing
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and bringing the level of the active group
Railway Trainmen, came in last profit to those interested
cleared to the ground on account of out
team In the Canadian league.
minds
In
and every one was Diarrhoea Remedy the world would under yesterday's final quotations.
this
the
ideas
morning
certain
.economic,
In
I
his
the
ifrom
flra in the center, the whole task
evening;
headquarters!
was the de- consuming
Shortstop Al Bridweli will bolster t Kansas
counting on a Jolly good time In the be much better off and the percentage
aboutt two and one-haCity. Mr. Sweezy was for- of the public and that it
of suffering reatly decreased," writes The last sales were:
it. hours.
of
Gallinas
disposition'
up the infield of the' Boston Braves.
a
such
canyon.
The box iron stoves heat the
sign that
a resident of Las,yegas.
merly
83
Lindsay Scott of Temple, Ind. For Amalgamated Copper
a
lost
have
Boston
The
tents very well and consume lesi
shortstops
V
Dr. George H. Dowsey and party should be made."
sale
by all dealers.
108
V
Atchison
wood
than
number of games this season.
the
fires.
week
Southern
open
to
week
from
LaThe members of the Catholic
"The circulation
of New York City passed through Las
.141
Northern
"Humpty" Badel, the former Buf- VegaB this afternoon en route from Of information and of articles oeai-in- Workman.
A married man seldom has as much Great
dles' Aid society were hostesses at a
117
New York Central
falo player, has succeeded Ted
social Thursday evening at the home respect for his wife as he has for his
with questions of public Importance
New York City to California. Mr.
Pacific
Northern
127'
Columbia
of
the
as manager
commerce and
of Mrs. S. A. Clement on Gallinas ave- wife's husband.
Conquering Smallpox Scourge.
'
Kittredge, who is accompanied by' is of itself interstate
....166
Reading
team in the south Atlantic league.
Smallpox is no longer feared by civ nue. Cards early in the evening and
concern to acquire the power
one
for
off
Fe
Santa
his
will
in
stop
family,
Pacific
MorSouthern
.........111
ilized
mankind.
This is partly due, dancing at the conclusion made up
The three youngsters, Foster,
information
such
all
distribute
to
tomorrow.
Dr. C. H. Ellsworth , Dentist, 16
no doubt, to the immunization of the
....171
the program of the entertainment, De- Baldwin St., Rochester, N. Y., says Fo: Union Pacific
gan and Gandil, and the veteran
Mrs. Lillie Tetsch and daughter. and to deceive the public by its per- races through vaecination, and
71
United States Steel
in
partly
suband
him
serious
licious
were
Pills
immediate
a
George McBride form the greatest
refreshments
itself
is
served
gave
by ley's Kidney
to the 'better methods of sanitation
Miss Mildred Tetsch, will arrive to- version
113
United
States
Steel,
ever
pfd
has
team
relief
wonderand
him
field the Washington
strengthened
a monopoliz- and preventive treatment generally. the ladies at the card tables, on the
night on train No. 2 from their home stantial restraint upon
"I have been bothered with
fully.
had.
in California, for a visit in Las Ve- ing of Interstate trade and commerce. In the first year of our occupation of lawn. A large crowd was present.
weak
kidneys and bladder trouble and
the Philippines, where smallpox was
Catcher Smith, of the Minneapolis
V
much pain. Foley Kidney
suffered
Mrs Tetsch's brother, Wil- Such a , restraint and monopoly will
with
The devil is satisfied to have hta
gas
then an endemic or constant disease,
Central Kansas league team, has liam
Pills gave me immediate relief and nickels and dimes go into the collecunless, defendants be restrained there were 675
result
Aid
of
The
Ladies
the
Marie
Mrs.
First
and
Eister,
society
Frank,
cases
soltakour
among
has
team
their warfare diers and 240 deaths. A
strengthened me wonderfully. I am
caught every game his
from carrying on
Springer.
system ol Methodist church met Thursday after- pleased to recommend ,their use." O. tion plate, because he knows he Is
en part in this season, over 100 games
,
rigid vaccination was adopted, and in noon with Mrs. D. L. Batchelor,
Mrs. H. E. Fell and daughter of against each other.
G. Schaefer and Red Crpss Drug Store. pretty sure of getting the dollars.
in all;
"If all plate and ready print were the last five years there have been
Miss Frances
accompanied
by
Raton,
Hal Chase hit for 1.000 against Fell of Decatur, 111., came in last supplied by one concern," the peti- only five cases and not a single death.
"Big Ed" Walsh in New York the evening from the Gate City and will tion adds, "then the news distributed The army records Id Porto Rico tell
other day. Batters are not able to be visitors in jLas Vegas a short time and th,e 'discussion of economics and the same story.and Beem to prove
beyond question the efficacy of vacput over this stunt on the "Big Reel" at the boma of Mrs. Fell's parents', other important questions thus sup cination. Dr. S. C. Rockhill
of Cin;
very often.
plied, would all be designed to hold cinnati reports that be has had much
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tamme.
The Indianapolis club has spent
Mrs: David J.' Leahy and two daug-ter- the sentiments of the readers to one success in preventing the pock markof the face fn smallpox cases by
over $25,000 for players this season
Miss Marie Arnold of Raton and particular view and that presentation ing
with poor results. The Indians are Miss Virginia Watrous of Chicago, 01 aiverse views and full and free dis- painting the pustules with a lotion of
nine parts glycerine and one part
s
of the American
ha
left this afternoon for Raton. Miss cussion of important questions from Iodine. By this treatment also the
essenis
which
association.
whb is, Mrs. Leahy's niece, different standpoints
patients get over the attack in from
- Arnold,,
Rumor has it that either Miller Hug- and Misa Watrous have been visitors tial to their proper understanding eight to fifteen days. Others prevent
to the best pub- the pitting by keeping the patients in
Kins of the Cardinals, or Bill Sweeney at the
Leahy tome for the past sev- and hence necessary
k"J
L
Hany
fha Tiravaa will succeed
'
would
be
lic;
prevented." ; a room where no light whatever but
interests,
eral weieks.''
red
enters.
Pathfinder.
Cincfwatt
light
the
asof
T. Chantland,. special
O'Pay as nunager
Sig Nahm, of the firm of Stern & William
InReds next awion.
Nahm of the Vest side, will, leave sistant to the attorney general,
the
Manufacture of Maniacs.
governand
developed
New
to
vestigated
a
on
purchasing trip
tonight
At a recent congress of neurology a
"Benny" Strickenfadden and Con York City and Philadelphia. Mr. ment's "case. James A. Fowler, aswas read in which the movenie Zuilick, who has been a visitor at Nahm's sisters, Mrs. Goodman of sistant td the attorney general, con- paper
ment by which the growing young
the
home
during
which
Strickenfadden
brought man caresses the first shoots on his
the
who has been in Las ducted the negotiations
for Philadelphia,
The pe
past week, left this afternoon
apper Hp was labeled moustachlostrep-somania- ;
Vegas for the past, several months, about a friendly settlement.
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidtnee.
tition in equity was signed by AttorTrinidad.
the habit of twirling the
will accompany him east.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
contributed
and James jane seen in old drum majors, strep- ' Mr. and Mrs. C. M.' Bernhard and ney General WickerBha!ro.
The following item was
mentionOf
men
two
attorthat
the
lit
forhabdomanla;
States
,i uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
putting
ly a frfend of the better known as son Melvln, Jr., will. leave tomorrow .II .Wilkerson, iUnitedv
'
ex- tle finger into the ear, otodactylo-ipania- .
Mr.
Wilkerson
at
.statements.
,
Mr.
ed: Emllio Tenorlo,
Chicago.
ney
on train No. 10 for Denver, where
Then we have "stomatodactyl-jmaniacs- "
ar"Jack Rabbit," and M, Cascorbo
BemHara wiiratttr--d the meeting of plained the defendants bad agreed
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake
who put the finger into the
rived last nlsht from Kansas City the Grand Keepers of Records and to the decree on being shown copies mouth, "onych'ophagomaniacs"
who
He
'
believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
They
aftpr several dnyi of walking. next Seals' association, which' wllf be in of' the government's petition before bite their,, nails,' "harmoniomaniacs"
at
win-lohome
who
on
remain
,'
their
court
with
drum
in
will
cononly in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
the
fingers
appearance
thin!: they
session at the pame time as the
or tables and "trepodo-maniacs- "
panes
peanswer
the
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
to
The
government's
of
the
the
time they take a trip.
of
lodge
supreme
vention
who nervously move their
American
secure repeat orders.
good
Knights of Pythias. Mr. and Mrs. tition, as presented toy the
'"
attor- legs.
anC Bernhard will stop off in Boulder, Press association; through Its
man
wise
a
The
with
advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
Women laugh
ney, Charles A. BrodeK of New York,
where they wIIP visit friends.
is
the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
at a fool.
was an admission of all the allegaCling to Their Superstition.
like
Newshave
the
The
You
Indians,
Chinese,
Western
are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, betions concerning the
their medicine men, The medical mis
paper Union and a denial of all the al- sionaries
cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
have done an admirable
the American Press work in
against
legations
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
China, and now, albeit as a
of today,
association.
Economists are busy with the problems
last resort, a portion of the 430,000,-00- 0
money in telling others of their goodness.
Charles F. Harding, counsel for th
has come to stay,
of population will appeal to them
And Scientific Management they say
Western Newspaper Union, also sub- In preference to the native doctors.
It
both bills and household fuss,
mitted an answer denying all the alle- The London Lancet says: "In some
But when it comes to cutting down
localities the natives may still be
are just the food for us.
gations against that organization but found
burning largo quantities of gold
I tell you what, POST TOASTIES
admitting the allegations against the and silver paper along with incense
American
association.
Press
in the hope of averting, for example.
Written by S. 5. IIA YDKN,
Station A, Lincoln, Hebr
,
threatened invasion of their homes
by enolera, plague, or smallpox, or
Nell Miss Antique calls herself the firing guns and beating cymbals in
the Postum Co..'
order to frighten away the malignant
the 5d Jinnies for which In June.
flower of the family. Belle Yes, the
B?ttle Creek, Mich., paid !.00
spirits likely to give rise to mischief."
wall flower.
'
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RESTAURANT AflD "CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNER3
ALWAYS HANDLED

THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE

In France, as In some other coun
I
'
tries, every citizen has an official hisi
11 ift
tory. Not as varied and Interesting
i
sjkiBteaw
is his real history, but still Import
ant From this there follow at times
1.
SIL
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quaint consequences.
DORADO LODGE
CHAPMAN LOOE NO t, A. F. . EL
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The board of trustees of the Las of Wanderers, were the guests of the
last night and this morning,
Vegas grant will hold its regular city
through
Judge D. R. Murray the hosofmeeting Monday morning In lta
pitality of the city hostelry for the
fice on the Plaaa.
next CO days was extended them.
the men wtere anxious to
However,
Kitchen.
Get your Sunday
White
dinner at the White Kitchen. We will continue on the Journey eastward and
the Invitation of the city was not
try;" to please you. Home cooking.
L. B. Norris, Santa Fe spepushed.
Best service, meals 25 cents.
cial officer, escorted the men to the
A marriage license was Issued yes cooler last evening and one of the
city officials this morning saw them
terday afternoon In the court house
on the Journey toward
to Trinidad Maestas, aged 27, and well started
the
Atlantic.
Geronlmo Fxesquez, aged 35. Both
are residents of Los yiglles.
READY FOR BUSINESS.

The Romero Mining Co. wishes to
announce that they have completed
the installation of machinery for the
concentration of ores In their plaut,
and will receive all kinds of ore for
concentration at a very reasonable
price; will give mill run tests on
any quantity desired. The capacity
of the plant is 50 tons of ore per
day. Mill Is situated 16 miles from
Las Vegas. The freight rate on ore
Everybody's Doing It No they
aren't "They'vp All Quit Doing It," per ton from Las Vegas to the mil
latest song, at Romero Stationery Is $3. Address all cominuiiicatloas
to Margarito Romero, general mana
l'wenty-nv- e
company, Bridge street.
ger, El Porvenlr, N. M.
cents a copy.
The suit for 20.55, alleged due as
rent for pasturage, In which Frank
Forsythe was the plaintiff and C. N
Bagwell, the defendant, was before
the court of Justice of Peace D. R.
Murray this morning. Judgment fo
the bill and costs was rendered in
Mr. Bagwell
favor of Mr. Forsythe.
will appeal the case.

PlilPPLE

PER. POUN

1

The All Stars and the Romeros,
two
fast baseball asnrecallons of the
See Van Petten for insurance.
West bIiIb, are scheduled to go the
route tomorrow afternoon at AmuseTry a drain of Ola Taylor bourbon
ment park. Padllla1 and Larrazolo
at the Opara Bar.
will be the battery for the All Stars
For Salo Household goods. Apply and Lujan and Martinet will work
for the Romeros.
803
avenue.
Got.

Binchcs for 25c

2

Ernost Lujan, the 3 year old baby
of Mr. and Mrs. Sablno Lujan, la
ill with meningitis,

At their regular meeting last night
the members of the E. Romero Hose
and Fire company decided upon a
number of .Improvements which are
expected to make the company more
efficient when on duty at fires, The
foreman and assistant firemen will
be equipped with whistles with which
they will give eignals. This system
Is modeled after one in use In the
United States army. It will do away
with shouting and confusion at fires
?W0 and will enable the officers better to
direct the attacks upon the conflagra
tions. The company also decided to
fire
keeps a man stationed at each
plug that is in use at fires in order
to prevent persons
turning oir ine
water. At the Cordova fire a few
weoks ago some automoblllst whose
name was never learned, turned off
the water in order to cross the hose
with his machine.
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LIKELY TO OE

Little doubt existed among the 700
delegates who are here for the 'third
party convention early today that a
full state ticket would be placed in
the field.
The platform, it was said, , would,
among other things, declare for woman suffrage, the initiative and referendum, an eight hour day for men
and women alike engaged in pursuits
'
classed as labor.
Medill McCornilck, chairman of t&e
provisional state committee, eallwl
the convention 'to order at 11:65
o'clock and introduced Charlie E. Merriam, as temporary chairman, v
The convention reconvened at 3
o'clock when Governor Hiram Johnson of California addressed the delegates. He was given an ovation.
"We've come 2,000 miles for the cause
and the man," said Governor Johnson
in opening. "We come to you believ-lnthat you will show that it will be
to witness such' a disimpossible
graceful proceedings as was witnessed in Chicago a month and a half
'

"1

3

WM

ILLINOIS PROGRESSIVES EXPECT
TO ENTER THE FIELD
IN FORCE.

I

r

A.

'

Your Exact Fit
In Regal Oxfords
k:

Elxact fit in abjolutcly necessary in low choes

'iieal

5i and

Oxfords are the only
in which you can be sure of getting exact
fit Because Rcgals are the only shoes in the
woild made in quarter-size- s
just double the usual
number ol
ready-to-we-

,low-c!i!- 3

g

s.;vy?;
y

'.

I

I
J

ago. ,
;
'In our? state we have a preferential primary which was set aside by
the convention in Chicago.
"We have the initiative, referendum
and recall and we make the JudichJ.
"If you have these weapons isn't
it obvious that the disgraceful sceues
of the late republican convention
:
cannot be repealed.
"Beyond these things," continued
the governor, "there is yet a greater
problem which must be solved in progressive fashion. The problem of
how to bridge this chasm between
those rich who are constantly grow
ing richer and the ipoor who are con
stantly growing poorer. And so this
movement, of which you are a part,
13 founded on
humanity ant. the rights
of human kind and bo In the present
struggle the ultimate result will be
sane progressiveism that shall be the
antidote of anarchy and the defeat of
socialism."
Amid the continued applause Gover.
nor Johnson concluded his speech and
gave way to James R, Garfield, for
mer secretary of tue interior.
Mr. Garfield was given a reception
equally as .hearty as given to Gov r

shoe-htting- s.

oflhi
Ntw Revl
Oxfords- One

If your
it just
between the utual h.!l tad
full size, you have heretofoie
had to chooee between ihoet
a little too tiuht 01 too loose.
You don't have lo accept a
near-f- it
any more. Coins' to
u tor a pair 01 RepA Oifoidt
and
and aecure perfect fit
comfort.

'

,

00

$350

'

GREENBEuGER
-- SOLE AGENT

This Solid Oak Frame

rro

OS.

Porch and Lawn Chair For

FOR A FEW DAYS ONLY
The greatest value ever offered. Come and
get one before the stock is gone.

T. R. TRIES COERCION

Washington, Aug. 3. U C. Laylin,
an Ohio Taft leader just appointed as
sistant secretary of the interior today
made public at the White House a
letter from Judge E. D. Dillon, who
recently declined the republican nom
ination for governor of Ohio. Judge
Dillon wrote he had received from
Colonel Roosevelt a letter demanding
that he declare for him (Colonel
or face the opposition of
Roosevelt)
second candidate. Judge Dillon
wrote In part:
'I have not desired to continue dis.
cussion of the affairs. I was surpris
ed that there was any question as to
the attitude of Mr. Roosevelt as represented here In Ohio and other
states. Aa everybody knows or soon
will know, his perementory demand
has from the beginning been that
with respect to the regular nomine
for, governor that the nominee must
declare for him or ha will nominate
another candidate who will. This was
true In my case and I refused."

Chicago, Aug, 3. The Illinois state
progressive convention ' opened today
with an enthusiastic demonstration
for Colonel Roosevelt, tfhe convention shouted, whistled and sang for
nearly fifteen minutes when a large
picture of. Colonel Roosevelt was un
veiled on the stage. Colonel Roose
velt In a telegram congratulated the
delegates on their stand for a third
state ticket. After Chairman Merriam
had delivered his address, and rules
were adopted, a recess was taken.
Colonel Roosevelt's telegram, received by Chairman Merriam, was in
part as follows:
"I wish to congratulate the Illinois
progressives! on theiir etand for a
third ticket. This is the course that
has been decided upon in Indiana,
Michigan and Missouri. While there
The way of the transgressor may
are certain states where the condiIt Isn't lonesome.
tions render it unnecessary, I am hard but
firmly convinced that It must normal'

'

'

nor Johnson.

THIRD STATE TICKET
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RECITED PRICES
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TO CLOSE THE SEASON
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C23 Douglas Ave
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GOODS

-

Cents in
We

skier k::s, xkzv mm ad ixf mmm
At The Most Reasonable Prices
Get our quotations before buying

m

LMl
' Phone Main

At

tolling

have on hand a complete stock of

150

Old Town

Tt2 Bonis of lh3 East of Eveiylg

Which are you saving?
A few cents added to your '
laundry 'Mil will be well spent
If you receive In return a service so conscientious and painstaking that your clotnei wear
four times at long.
Soft water, pure soap, careful
employes such service means
a weekly economy on clothes
that quickly runs Into dollars.
Why not begin, this economy
this week? A phone or postal
will bring a wagon to your door
promptly.

Mk
iLas:CVejJas-- Steam-:

IERECEIVII

AIL1
'

.C

i

'

Phone K?ia SI

California, Colorado and New Mexico Fruits
and Vegetables, Peaches, Plums, Pears, Apples,
Black Raspberries, Apricots, Cantaloupes,
Watermelons.
Radishes, Lettuce, Onions, Green
and Wax Beans, Cauliflower, Summer 5quash,
Tomatoes, Cucumbers, New Cabbage.

617

f

e"

DoultiAre

ly be followed and certainly-I-

fce

Finest Quality Fruits and Vegetables From Field to Can

1PBESB1T

The Same Day.

all

cases unless there la a ticket already
In the field which the progressives
are willing to endorse and the nominees on which are openly in fa.vor of
progressive electoral ticket."
After a temporary organization had
been effected the convention adjourned until 2:30 when it was announced Governor Johnson of California and Gifford Pinchot would deliver
addresses.

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

FRESH EVERY DAY

-

OAKERY GOODS

QUALITY

--

For
CLEANLINESS

PURITY

GRGSER FOSl

ASK

TlioEestinTlioCiiy

Noted

"F03T"

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
STRAYED Brown horse with white
star In forehead, saddled and bridled. Will pay $10 for return of
and saddle. Fred- Ccbett.
Telephone Main 367.

II

.Jreii,

ani-ma-

.'

WANTED Good milch cow.
Daca y Garcia, Telephone
6202.",

Felipe
Purple

lolls,

Cecities, Fias, Cs!;es,

y
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TRIP

EXCURSION i CAT
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Lots of Nice Cut Roses

GAurom m. MKO
1

tSORTil

LoSj'Angeles
Satp Di?SOi

Cinnamon'' Rolls

San Francisco and return direct
Seattle. Tacoma & other points

Celery,

V

NOW $1.25 PER DOZEN
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Tickets for sale beginning Apr. 27th, on special dates
the Summer months. Stop overs allowed in either
tion. For further information call on or write.
,
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